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RE´SUME´
Cette the`se repre´sente une contribution a` la conception et mise en œuvre d’un syste`me
de tomographie micro-onde pour la de´tection du cancer du sein. La tomographie micro-onde
est une technique d’imagerie donc le but est de reconstruire la permittivite´ et la conductivite´
d’un objet inconnu a` partir des mesures du champ diffuse´ par l’objet. Cette technique a
e´te´ utilise´ dans une varie´te´ d’applications comme le control non-destructif, la ge´ophysique et
l’imagerie biome´dicale. Dans cette the`se, l’emphase sera mise sur la de´tection du cancer du
sein, ou` cette technique a rec¸u e´norme´ment d’attention dans les anne´es pre´ce´dentes.
Un syste`me de tomographie micro-onde est normalement compose´ de deux parties se´pa-
re´es ; un syste`me de mesures capable de fournir des mesures pre´cises du champ diffuse´ et
une se´rie d’algorithmes capable de retrouver la distribution spatial de la permittivite´ et la
conductivite´ de l’objet inconnu a` partir des mesures du champ diffuse´. Ce proble`me inverse
est particulie`rement difficile a` re´soudre, puisqu’il est non-line´aire et mal pose´. Dans le but
d’obtenir une bonne reconstruction de l’objet, il est ne´cessaire d’illuminer l’objet sous une
se´rie de conditions independantes, comme diffe´rentes positions d’antenne, des fre´quences ou
des polarisations. Dans cette the`se, l’emphase sera mise sur la conception d’une configuration
d’illumination efficace qui essaie de maximiser la qualite´ des images reconstruites.
Apre`s une revue de litte´rature, on observe que la plupart des syste`mes de mesures par-
tagent une configuration commune ou` les antennes sont place´es sur une configuration cy-
lindrique ou he´misphe´rique pour maximiser le confort de la patiente. D’un autre cote´, la
me´thode la plus populaire pour le de´pistage du cancer du sein est la mammographie, ou`
on utilise une image a` rayons X du sein compresse´ en deux projections. En prenant compte
de ce fait, on propose deux configurations alternatives base´es sur la compression du sein,
les configurations came´ra et guide d’onde. L’hypothe`se derrie`re cette proposition est que la
compression du sein permet de placer les capteurs tre`s pre`s de ce dernier donc il est possible
de mesurer la composante e´vanescente du champ diffuse´, ce qui pourrait permettre l’ame´-
lioration de la qualite´ des images reconstruites. Afin de prouver cette hypothe`se, une e´tude
rigoureuse des configurations propose´es et sa comparaison avec une configuration classique
de tomographie circulaire est re´alise´e. Grace a` cette e´tude on de´termine les conditions qui
permettent d’ame´liorer les images reconstruites.
Le placement des capteurs tre`s proche de l’objet sous test repre´sente un de´fi pour une
mesure pre´cise des champs diffuse´s, puisque le capteur lui-meˆme peut perturber le signal a`
mesurer. Pour cette raison, une version ame´liore´e d’une sonde de mesure en champ proche base´
sur la technique de diffusion module´e est conc¸ue et valide´e. La sonde est utilise´e pour la mise
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en œuvre de la configuration guide d’onde propose´e. Un re´seau d’antennes est de´veloppe´ pour
l’excitation de diffe´rents modes avec diffe´rentes polarisations a` l’inte´rieur du guide d’onde. La
sonde module´e est utilise´e pour la mesure du champ diffuse produit par des objets cylindriques
place´s a` l’inte´rieur du guide et un bon accord entre les re´sultats mesure´s et simule´s est obtenu.
Finalement, des images quantitatives des objets allonge´s pour les deux configurations sont
pre´sente´es. Une formulation 2D TM est utilise´e pour la solution du proble`me inverse. Premie`-
rement, pour le cas de la configuration guide d’onde, des images quantitatives d’un cylindre
place´ a` diffe´rents endroits a` l’inte´rieur du guide sont pre´sente´es. Deuxie`mement, l’effet de
la compression du sein sur un fantoˆme simplifie´ est e´tudie´ pour une configuration came´ra.
Dans ce cas, deux fantoˆmes qui repre´sentent deux niveaux de compression sont fabrique´s et
les re´sultats sont compare´s au niveau de la qualite´ des mesures et des images quantitatives
reconstruites. Ces re´sultats permettent de prouver expe´rimentalement l’ame´lioration due a`
l’effet de la compression, puisque il y a une ame´lioration qualitative et quantitative des images
obtenues pour un plus grand niveau de compression. Finalement, la qualite´ des images re-
construites est fortement affecte´e par la construction du fantoˆme et par la quantite´ limite´e
d’information dans la configuration came´ra ou` seulement la transmission a` travers l’objet est
disponible
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ABSTRACT
This thesis represents a contribution to the design and implementation of a microwave
tomography system applied to breast cancer detection. Microwave tomography is an imaging
technique that aims to reconstruct the permittivity and conductivity of an unknown object
from measurements of its scattered field. This technique has been used in a variety of appli-
cations such as non-destructive testing, geophysical surveys and biomedical imaging. Here,
we will concentrate in the breast cancer detection, where this technique have received a lot
of attention in the recent years.
A microwave tomography system usually involves two separate parts, a measurement
system capable of performing accurate measurements of the scattered field and a set of
algorithms for solving the inverse problem of retrieving the permittivity and conductivity
spatial distribution of the unknown object from the scattered field measurements. This
inverse problem is particularly difficult to solve, since it is non-linear and ill posed. In
order to achieve a good reconstruction of the object, we need to illuminate it under several
independent conditions, such as different antenna positions, frequencies or polarizations. In
this thesis, we concentrate in the design of an efficient illumination configuration that tries
to maximize the quality of the reconstructed images.
After a litterature review, it is observed that most of the proposed measurement systems
share a common configuration, where in order to maximize the comfort of the patient, the
antennas are arranged in a cylindrical or hemi-spherical configuration. On the other hand, the
most popular method for breast cancer detection is mammography, where a X-ray image of
the compressed breast at two different projections is performed. Taking this into account, two
alternative configurations based on a compression of the breast are proposed, the camera and
waveguide configurations. The main hypothesis behind this proposition is that a compression
of the breast will allow to place the receivers very close to the breast where it is possible to
measure the evanescent component of the scattered field and thus allow an enhancement of
the quality of the reconstructed images. In order to prove this hypothesis, a rigorous study of
the proposed configurations against a classical circular tomography setup is performed, and
we determine under what conditions the reconstructed images can be enhanced.
Next, the placement of the receiving antennas very close to the object under test, poses
some challenges for an accurate measurement of the scattered fields, since the measurement
probe itself can distort the quantity to be measured. For this purpose, an enhanced version
of a previously designed near-field probe based on the modulated scattering technique is
designed and validated. The probe is then used in the practical implementation of the
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proposed waveguide configuration. An array of antennas is designed to excite the different
modes of different polarizations in the waveguide, and the modulated probe is used to measure
the scattered field produced by cylindrical objects placed inside the waveguide, where a good
agreement between the measured and simulated results is obtained.
Finally, quantitative images of elongated objects in the two proposed configurations, using
a 2D TM formulation for the solution of the inverse scattering problem are presented. First,
for the case of the waveguide configuration, quantitative images of a cylinder at different
positions inside the waveguide are presented. Second, the effect of breast compression in
a simplified phantom is studied for the camera configuration. In this case, two phantoms
representing two different levels of compression are constructed and the results are compared
in terms of the quality of the measurements and quantitative reconstructed images. These
results are an experimental proof of the image enhancement due to compression, because
both a qualitative and quantitative enhancement of the obtained image quality are obtained
for the higher level of compression. Finally, the quality of the reconstructed images is affected
by the phantom structure and the limited available information in the camera configuration
where only transmission through the object is available.
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1CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Breast Cancer Detection
Breast cancer is an important health problem. This type of cancer is one of the most
prevalent form of cancer in Canada, and statistics suggests that one of every nine women is
expected to develop a breast cancer and one in 29 will die because of it (CCS (2011)). The
current procedure for early stage breast cancer detection includes three steps : a screening
mammography, a detection mammography and a biopsy. In the screening mammography,
X-ray images of the compressed breast in two orthogonal planes are taken, that is, Cra-
niocaudal (head to toe) and Medio Lateral Oblique (lateral side view). An illustration of a
mammography test configuration can be seen in Figure 1.1. It is usually recommended to
have a mammography screening every two years for women between 40 and 70 years old or,
women considered to have a high risk of developing a breast cancer (NCRP (2004)). In the
case of a suspicious result in the screening mammography, the patient is called for a detection
mammography. In this case, a more exhaustive study is done, including X ray images taken
from different angles or focusing in suspicious zones. The study can be completed using alter-
native modalities such as ultrasound imaging, or making a biopsy of the potential cancerous
tissue to be examined by a pathologist (NCRP (2004)). However this procedure presents
some drawbacks (Fear et al. (2002) ; Fear et al. (2003)) such as :
– The high rate of false positives, which require further testing and generates anxiety to
the patients ;
– The high rate of false negatives, which represents missing up to 15% of breast tumors ;
– Difficulty in imaging dense breasts, which can represent up to 25% of the population ;
– Usage of ionizing radiation and discomfort produced by the strong breast compression ;
Other imaging methods have been proposed as an alternative to mammography and are
currently used in clinic (NCRP (2004)). Among the different techniques we can cite, ultra-
sound, which is used as a tool for differentiation between cysts and solid masses or evaluate
complications in patients with breast implants. However its use as a screening technique
has been found to be less effective than mammography, except for the case of patients with
dense breasts (NCRP (2004)). Thermography and trans illumination, have been also tested
as screening and differentiation tools, however screening mammography has shown a superior
performance to these techniques. Computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance and posi-
2Figure 1.1 Representation of a mammography in craniocaudal view. Image source Wikipedia.
tron emission tomography scans present very interesting properties as imaging tools and have
been applied to breast imaging. Their ability to create 3D images, as a succession of planar
images or a whole volumetric reconstruction is a great advantage compared to mammogra-
phy where the images represent the integration of the X-ray attenuation through the breast.
In all the cases, the procedure requires the use of a contrast agent in order to enhance the
quality of the obtained images (NCRP (2004)). The need for these contrast agents, combined
with the high cost of these techniques and the higher radiation dose in the case of a CT
scan, make them not the most suitable techniques for large campaigns of preventive breast
screening. These facts, have motivated a lot of research efforts for finding new alternative
imaging techniques.
To date, a great number of techniques have been investigated, among these alternatives we
can cite electrical impedance tomography (Choi et al. (2007); Barber et Brown (1984); Adler
et Guardo (1996)), diffuse optical tomography (Fang et al. (2009); Boas et al. (2001); Soubret
et al. (2005)), elastography (Sinkus et al. (2008); Parker et al. (1996); Fatemi et al. (2003))
and active microwave imaging (Fear et al. (2003); Craddock et al. (2006); Grzegorczyk et al.
(2012)). All of them take advantage of physical parameters that have different values from
3normal and malignant tissues.
1.2 Microwave Imaging
1.2.1 Classification of Microwave Imaging modalities
Microwave imaging is a technique to obtain an image of an unknown object under test
(OUT) or scene using electromagnetic radiation in the RF/Microwave frequency regime. It
can be divided in three types : passive, hybrid and active microwave imaging (AMI). In
passive microwave imaging a radiometer is used to detect the different temperature regions
in an OUT (Bardati et Iudicello (2008); Abdul-Razzak et al. (1987); Carr (1989)). Hybrid
techniques normally use a series of very short, high powered microwave pulses that heat
certain parts of the OUT, in this process mechanical expansion inside the OUT generates
acoustic waves that are detected using an ultrasound transducer (Xu et Wang (2002, 2003)).
Finally, in AMI the OUT is illuminated using a series of transmitting antennas and the
response of the object (scattered field) is collected at the same or different positions.
A general scheme of an AMI system is depicted in Figure 1.2. It can be seen that the OUT
is illuminated using a series of independent sources (identified as Tx in the picture). The raw
data are then captured at different positions surrounding the object (positions identified with
Rx antennas in the picture) and finally a series of algorithms are used to create an image of
the object. The ability of microwave radiation to penetrate into dielectric materials make it
appropriate for a lot of applications. For instance, it has been extensively used in civil and
industrial engineering (Kim et al. (2003)), non-destructive testing of materials (Ghasr et al.
(2008)), geophysical exploration (Tarnus et al. (2004)) and biomedical engineering (Meaney
et al. (1998b)).
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Figure 1.2 General scheme of an active microwave imaging system.
There are many different implementations of AMI that can generally be classified into
4qualitative or quantitative techniques. Qualitative techniques aim to obtain a reconstruc-
tion of the shape of significant scatterers inside the object. On the other hand, quantitative
techniques aim at reconstructing the spatial distribution of the complex permittivity of a
region where the OUT is present. This approach allows both to have information about the
shape and electrical characteristics of the object at the expense of solving a more complicated
inverse problem.
1.2.2 Active Microwave Imaging for Breast Cancer Detection
Based on the potential of taking advantage of the contrast in permittivity and conductivity
between normal and cancerous breast tissues, AMI has emerged as an interesting alternative
or complement to mammography (Fear et al. (2002)). Different implementations of AMI for
breast cancer detection have been proposed, which can be again classified into qualitative and
quantitative techniques. Among the qualitative techniques we can cite microwave holography
(Amineh et al. (2011b)) and confocal microwave imaging (CMI). CMI has generated a lot of
attention due to the apparently ease of implementation and good reconstructed results (Fear
et al. (2002)).
CMI consists in illuminating the OUT with a series of broadband pulses. The reflected
signals are collected and then combined using a delay and sum algorithm to create an image
of significant scatterers present inside the OUT. However, this technique presents some major
difficulties, such as the strong reflections from the skin and the need to estimate the pulse
velocity inside the heterogeneous breast to apply the simple reconstruction algorithm (Sill
et Fear (2005) ;Williams et al. (2011) ;Winters et al. (2006)). On the other hand, microwave
tomography (MT) is used to estimate the complex permittivity distribution inside the OUT,
by solving an inverse scattering problem. In this case, the OUT is illuminated under several
different conditions and the scattered field produced by the OUT is measured at different
locations. In the particular case of breast cancer detection, a full 3D reconstruction of the
breast volume can have a prohibitive computational cost, however recent developments have
shown that it is possible to obtain 3D images of a patient’s breast in under 20 minutes
(Grzegorczyk et al. (2012)). Moreover, besides the inherent difficulties of this technique, the
inexpensive cost of the microwave equipment, compared to other imaging techniques and the
additional information provided by MT make it an important potential candidate as a breast
screening tool.
51.3 Thesis
1.3.1 Thesis Justification and Previous work
This thesis is part of a research effort on microwave tomography for breast cancer de-
tection at Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal. The objective of the project is to establish the
basis for constructing a clinical prototype using this technique. Previous work on this topic
included two MASc thesis (Truchetti (2005)) and (Omrane (2005)) and two PhD thesis (Bar-
riere (2008)) and (Memarzadeh-Tehran (2010)). In (Omrane et al. (2011)), MT technique is
applied to the characterization of dielectric plates, and very good results were obtained from
experimental results. In (Truchetti (2005)), a preliminary study for the implementation of a
MT system for breast cancer detection was done. More recently, work in (Barriere (2008))
studied the implementation of fast algorithms for the solution of the inverse problem arising
in MT leading to a significant advancement in this field. Finally in (Memarzadeh-Tehran
(2010)), the implementation of a near-field measurement system based on the modulated
scattering technique (MST) was studied and very good measurement results were obtained.
From this preliminary work, and after a review of the state-of-the-art, which will be
detailed in the next chapter, it was identified that most of the previous work in MT was
concentrated in developing prototypes that all share a common configuration, without exa-
mining other alternatives that could improve the quality of the reconstructed images. From
this fact, the objectives of this work were the study of different configurations for the MT
measurement system applied to breast cancer detection, the implementation of transmitting
antennas for illuminating the test fixture and the experimental validation of the proposed
configurations using phantoms.
1.3.2 Thesis Structure
This thesis is divided in the following chapters :
– Chapter 2 is a literature review of the previous work in the field of Microwave Imaging
applied to breast cancer detection.
– Chapter 3 includes a rigorous study of different configurations for the MT measure-
ment system based on breast compression. The different configurations are compared
to a classical MT system without breast compression.
– Chapter 4 presents a developed probe based on the MST and its application in the
practical implementation of a waveguide configuration for the MT problem.
– Chapter 5 includes the experimental imaging results on the different MT configu-
rations, as well as, the developed phantoms and calibration techniques used in the
process.
6– Chapter 6 includes the conclusions of this study and proposes directions for future
work.
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Literature review
2.1 Scattering of electromagnetic waves by biological bodies
2.1.1 Formulation based on the Electric Field Integral Equation (EFIE)
Microwave Tomography (MT) is based in the phenomena of electromagnetic scattering.
An object illuminated by an electromagnetic wave will re-radiate or scatter part of this energy.
The electromagnetic field in presence of the object is the sum of incident and scattered fields :
E = Einc + Es (2.1)
H = Hinc + Hs (2.2)
where a harmonic time dependence, E(r, t) = <[E(r)ejωt], is assumed through this chapter.
The problem of electromagnetic scattering by a dielectric object can be modeled using
the volume equivalence theorem (Balanis (1989)). This theorem states that the scattered
field produced by the presence of an object, can be generated replacing the object by a set
of equivalent electric and magnetic currents. The general configuration shown in figure 2.1
is assumed and the biological media is supposed to be non-magnetic (µ = µ0). Taking into
account these two assumptions, the equivalent currents generated inside the material are
equal to :
Jeq(r) = jωεbχ(r)E(r) (2.3)
Where ω = 2pif is the angular frequency, εb is the permittivity of the background media,E
is the total field inside the object and χ is the contrast function, which is defined as the nor-
malized difference between the electrical properties of the object and those of the background
media :
χ(r) =
ε(r)− εb
εb
(2.4)
The electrical permittivity of a biological body is complex and equal to :
ε = ε
′ − jε′′ = ε0
(
εr − j σeff
ωε0
)
(2.5)
8where σeff is an effective conductivity taking in consideration all the loss mechanisms in the
dielectric material and εr is the real part of the relative permittivity.
Figure 2.1 General geometry for a scattering, where the object is illuminated by one trans-
mitting source (Symbol X) and the scattered field measured at a series of receivers positions
(Symbol O).
The scattered field can then be computed from the equivalent currents (Jeq) using the
procedure described in (Balanis (1989)) :
Es(r) = (k2b +∇∇·)
∫
D
χ(r′)E(r′)G(r, r′)dr′ (2.6)
where kb = ω
√
µ0b, D is the test volume which completely encloses the region of interest
and G(r, r′) is the Green’s function for the background media. This Green’s function is the
solution to the wave equation for a point source, in the case of an homogeneous background,
it can be expressed as :
G(r, r′) =
1
4pi
e−jkb|r−r
′|
|r− r′| (2.7)
Equation 2.6 is the well known EFIE for computing the scattered field by a dielectric
9body. In this case, the scattered field is a vectorial quantity and solving this equation for
χ is not trivial. An interesting simplification happens when a 2D case is considered, i.e.
assuming that the OUT is infinite and uniform along a given direction, for a uniform excitation
along the infinite axis of the object. In that situation, two different problems can be faced
depending on the orientation of the incident electromagnetic field. When the electric field
polarization is perpendicular to the infinite dimension of the object, the problem is said to be
transverse electric (TE), in that case we reduce the complexity from 3D to 2D, however the
problem remains vectorial since two components of the electric field still exists. On the other
hand, when the electric field is polarized parallel to the infinite dimension of the object the
problem is denoted as transverse magnetic (TM) and we have a scalar problem. The gradient
divergence term (∇∇·) in equation 2.6 vanishes and the EFIE equation simply becomes :
Es(r) = k2b
∫
D
χ(r′)E(r′)G2D(r, r′)dr′ (2.8)
Where in this case, the Green function now is the solution to the wave equation for an
infinite current source :
G2D(r, r
′) =
j
4
H
(2)
0 (kb|r− r′|) (2.9)
2.1.2 Discretization of the EFIE
The calculation of the scattered field produced by an arbitrary object generally requires
spatial discretization of equation 2.6 or 2.8 over D. Analytical solution for some canonical
targets is possible (Pastorino (2010)), but for arbitrary geometries this equation has to be
discretized and solved using a suitable numerical method. A lot of different numerical methods
are available for the solution of scattering problems, among them we can cite the Finite
Element Method (FEM) (Chatterjee et al. (1998)), the Finite Differences both in time domain
(FDTD) (Taflove et Hagness (2005)) and in frequency domain (FDFD) (Dong et al. (2007))
or the Method of Moments (MoM) (Harrington (1968)).
The MoM is generally preferred due to the efficiency of the method. The scattered field at
any point of the solution domain can be calculated from only the discretization of the region
of interest (region D referring to figure 2.1) provided the Green’s function of the background
media is known. When an homogeneous media is present, expressions 2.7 to 2.9 can be used to
compute the scattered field. However for the case of an inhomogeneous media, the procedure
is more complicated and requires some cumbersome computations (Chew (1999); Michalski
et Mosig (1997)).
For a 2D TM case, the discretization of the EFIE using the MoM is quite straightforward.
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The objective is to compute the scattered field at a series of receiver positions, as it can be
seen in figure 2.1. The scattered field can be computed using equation 2.8, provided the total
field inside the domain D is known. In order to compute it, an auxiliary equation is needed,
for this purpose we will use equation 2.1. Now we have a system of equations to compute the
scattered field at the required positions rk :
Es(rk) = k
2
b
∫
D
χ(r′)E(r′)G(rk, r′)dr′ (2.10)
E(r) = Einc + k2b
∫
D
χ(r′)E(r′)G(r, r′)dr′ (2.11)
where equation 2.10 is an integral equation of first kind and 2.11 is an integral equation of
second kind.
First, the region of interest is divided in n small cells and both the electric field and the
contrast are assumed constant in each cell. The implementation of the MoM technique re-
quires to expand the unknowns in a set of basis functions. A simple choice is to use pulse basis
functions and the point matching technique which involves the use of delta-dirac functions
as test functions. Using this procedure, the discretized version of equations 2.10 and 2.11 is
now :
Es = GoXE (2.12)
E = Einc + GcXE (2.13)
In this system of equations we have :
– Es, a vector containing the scattered field values at the N measurement points ;
– Einc, a vector containing the incident field values at the n discretization points ;
– E, a vector containing the total field values at the n discretization points ;
– X, a diagonal matrix containing the contrast at the n discretization points ;
– Go and Gc, two matrices of size N × n and n× n respectively ;
The matrices Go and Gc have to be computed numerically, integrating the Green’s func-
tion Guv = k
2
b
∫
i
G(r, r′)dr′, where i refers to the i-th discretization cell in the region D. A lot
of different techniques exists in the literature to perform numerical integration (Press et al.
(1988)). However an efficient implementation can be obtained following the development pro-
posed in (Richmond (1965)). The integral on the rectangular or square cells is approximated
by the integral of circular cells of the same area, which has an analytical expression :
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Guv =
jk2b
4
∫
u
H
(2)
0 (kb|ru − rv|)dr′ =
(j/2)[pikbaH
(2)
1 (kba)], if u = v
(jpikba/2)J1(kba)H
(2)
0 (kb|ru − rv|), if u 6= v
(2.14)
Where au is the equivalent radius of the u − th cell, a =
√
∆/pi, where ∆ is the size of
the discretization cell on a cartesian square meshing. This discretization is quite simple but
it gives very good results and it is widely used in the microwave imaging literature. Other
discretization techniques are possible, depending on the choice of the basis and test functions
for the MoM implementations. In a 3D or 2D TE cases, discretization is more difficult since
we have to take into account the gradient divergence term in 2.6. A detailed derivation of
this more complicated cases can be found in (Zwamborn (1991); Pastorino (2010)).
2.2 Breast tissue characterization
2.2.1 Electrical properties of breast constituent tissues
The major challenge in characterizing breast tissue is its heterogeneity. Human breast is
composed of several different types of tissue, an illustration of the breast anatomy can be
seen in figure 2.2. However, for electrical characterization purposes, we will consider that the
breast is composed of skin, muscle, fat tissue and glandular or fibroconnective tissue.
A complete characterization of the dielectric properties of several tissue types (including
dry and wet skin as well as muscle) was performed and presented in a series of articles
(Gabriel et al. (1996a,b,c)). In these papers, the dielectric properties of 17 tissue types are
fully analyzed using an open-ended coaxial probe, in the frequency range 10Hz-20GHz. These
values are commonly used in the interaction of electromagnetic fields and human body and are
found in the material database of commercial electromagnetic codes such as CST Microwave
Studio (CST (2011)).
Breast tissue characterization has been an active field of research. Previous studies using
ex-vivo measurements suggested the existence of a large contrast between normal and mali-
gnant tissues for the case of breast cancer, compared to other organs such as colon, kidney
and lung (Joines et al. (1994)). However, further studies using in vivo measurements (Mea-
ney et al. (2000)), showed that this contrast was smaller than originally expected. The most
complete available study is a joint research effort from the University of Calgary and the
University of Wisconsin-Madison (Lazebnik et al. (2007c,b)). The first paper focuses on the
analysis of normal breast tissue samples obtained from reduction surgeries and the second
paper, considers normal, malignant and benign tissue samples obtained from cancer surgeries.
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Figure 2.2 Breast tissue structure. 1-Chest Wall. 2-Pectorals muscles. 3-Lobules. 4-Nipple.
5-Areola. 6-Duct. 7-Fat tissue. 8-Skin. Image obtained from Wikipedia.
Normal breast tissue is divided in three categories in this study. These categories are
defined based on the percentage adipose tissue content (Group I : 0-30%, Group II : 30-85%,
Group III : 85-100%) in the measured sample, as determined by a pathologist. Whenever
possible, several tissue types of the same patient were measured. Normal, benign and mali-
gnant tissue samples were also obtained from cancer surgeries. The number of benign tissue
samples was not sufficient to make a fair comparison with the other groups and it was not
fully analyzed. However, their dielectric properties were found to be similar to those of the
low-adipose-content group (group I).
Measurements of the breast tissue were done in the frequency range 0.5-20 GHz. A preci-
sion open-ended coaxial probe was used for the measurement. The probe was custom designed
for this particular application, and it is described in (Popovic et al. (2005)). The insertion
point of the probe tip was marked with ink, and a 2D section was performed at this point
in order to perform a histological analysis in order to determine the tissue group that the
sample belongs to.
The measured data are then fitted to a single pole Cole-Cole model. This provided a good
fit in the 0.5-20 GHz range. The Cole-Cole one pole model expression is :
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ε∗(ω) = ε
′
(ω)− jε′′(ω) = ε∞ + ∆ε
1 + (jωτ)1−α
+
σs
jωεo
(2.15)
Where ω is the angular frequency, ε
′
(ω) is the frequency-dependent dielectric constant,
ε
′′
(ω) is the frequency-dependent dielectric loss (which can be converted into the effective
conductivity σeff (ω) = ωεoε
′′
(ω)) and ε∞, ∆ε , τ , σs and α are the Cole-Cole parameters
which are estimated from the experimental data. The complex permitivitties of both normal
and malignant breast tissue are plotted in figure 2.3
Figure 2.3 Variation of the electrical properties of breast tissue types as a function of fre-
quency, based on Cole-Cole parameters given in (Lazebnik et al. (2007c,b)).
The values of the dielectric constant and the effective conductivity of the different breast
tissues at 2.45GHz are summarized in table 2.1. The contrast in dielectric constant and
effective conductivity between malignant and group III normal tissue is more than 10 times.
However the contrast reduces to about 14% between malignant tissue and group I normal
tissue. This fact poses a challenge for the detection of breast tumors, since Group I and II
normal tissue corresponds to glandular and fibroconnective tissue (glandular region) where
almost all of the tumors are produced.
2.2.2 Breast tissue modelling
As shown in the previous section, breast tissue can be quite heterogeneous and frequency
dispersive. These two factors poses a challenge for the design and also the operation of micro-
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Table 2.1 Complex dielectric constant of breast tissue at 2.45GHz.
Group εr σeff
I 47.53 1.665
II 38.41 1.257
III 4.717 0.087
Malignant 54.68 1.934
wave imaging systems applied to breast cancer detection. Accurate numerical breast models
are important for the design and test of microwave imaging algorithms. Anatomically realis-
tic numerical phantoms have been developed for this purpose (Zastrow et al. (2008)). These
numerical phantoms are obtained from high resolution MRI images. The MRI images are
segmented and then voxel intensities are transformed into dielectric properties using an ap-
propriate mapping function. This process leads to very realistic 3D voxel models of the human
breast which can then be imported into a 3D full-wave electromagnetic solver. A simplifica-
tion of MRI derived numerical phantoms can be achieved allowing full-wave simulations to
be performed on commercial codes without hardware acceleration or prohibitive simulation
times (Zhu et al. (2009)).
Another important aspect of breast tissue imaging is the development of materials that
closely simulate its electrical properties. These phantom materials are important for the test
of microwave imaging systems in laboratory controlled experiments before clinical implemen-
tation. Different mixtures of liquids such as water, glycerin, corn syrup and canola oil have
been proposed for producing very simple tissue mimicking phantoms (Bindu et al. (2004);
Li et al. (2003)). More recently, the use of gelatin-like materials have been proposed for this
application (Lazebnik et al. (2005); Croteau et al. (2009); Porter et al. (2010)). Such materials
can be easily molded for producing anthropomorphic breast phantoms.
2.3 Inverse scattering for Microwave Tomography
Section 2.2 has reviewed the electrical properties of human breast tissues. This data sug-
gests that electrical properties of these tissues are strong indicators of their functionality and
possible pathological affections. This difference or contrast between the different tissue types
will produce a scattering phenomena that can be modeled using the techniques described in
section 2.1.
The scattering problem is generally defined as the direct problem, from a known incident
field it is possible to calculate the scattered field produced by a dielectric object whose spatial
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electrical properties are known. On the other hand, from a microwave tomography perspective
we need to solve an inverse problem. In this case an unknown object is illuminated by a series
of transmitters and the scattered field is measured at a series of receivers, from this measured
scattered field the spatial distribution of the electrical properties, χ(r) of the unknown object
are inferred.
The inverse scattering problem is normally solved using the following system of equations,
which is derived from equation 2.12 and 2.13. Referring to figure 2.1, and the object being
illuminated using M different transmitters :
yi = GoXEi + n
o
i (2.16)
Ei = Ei
inc + GcXEi (2.17)
Where i refers to the i-th independent illumination of the object, noi is a noise term which
models all the possible noise contributions from the measurement equipment, yi is a vector
of length N containing the measured scattered field at the receivers positions, Ei and E
inc
i
are vectors of length n containing the total and incident field inside the region D, X is a
diagonal matrix of size n by n containing the unknown contrast in each pixel or voxel and
Go and Gc are the observation and coupling discretized Green’s functions.
Equations 2.16 and 2.17 can be combined to form an equation which is only a function of
the contrast X :
yi = GoX(I−GcX)−1Eiinc (2.18)
Equation 2.18 clearly shows the non-linearity of the problem with respect to X. Most
of the different inverse algorithms proposed in the literature are based in the solution of
equation 2.18 or the system formed by 2.16 and 2.17. In all the cases the problem is ill-posed
and requires regularization for obtaining a stable solution.
Linearization of the problem
The most simple method to aleviate the above mentioned mathematical difficulty is known
as the Born approximation (Chew (1999)). In this approach it is assumed that the total field
is equal to the incident field (i.e. Ei ' Eiinc). The data equation then reduces to :
yi = GoXEi
inc + noi (2.19)
A solution for the contrast can be found solving this linear equation using the least squares
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method. This linear inverse problem is ill-posed and requires a regularization technique for
its solution, examples of this regularization procedures are the truncated singular value de-
composition or Tikhonov regularization (Pastorino (2010)). The approximation is only valid
for very small contrasts or very small objects. Other approximations have been proposed for
linearizing the inverse-scattering problem. Among them we can cite the Rytov approxima-
tion (Chew (1999)), the extended Born approximation (van den Berg et Abubakar (2002))
and the Diagonal Tensor approximation (Song et Liu (2005)). All of these techniques extend
the validity of the original Born approximation, however their application is limited to weak
or small contrasts. These approximations can also be used to find an initial guess for more
elaborated iterative inversion algorithms or as a preconditioner to improve the convergence
rate of the direct problem solution.
The Born approximation can also be used in the form of an iterative method to retrieve
the unknown contrast function (van den Berg et Abubakar (2002); Ali et Moghaddam (2010)).
The iterative procedure is started using the zeroth order Born approximation. At iteration k,
the total field in the discretizated region is computed using equation 2.17 and the computed
contrast function of the previous iteration (Xk−1). Xk is then computed solving a linear
inverse problem from equation 2.16. This procedure can greatly enhance the performance of
the Born approximation.
Nonlinear Methods
Non-linear methods try to solve the inverse problem using optimization theory. In general,
the objective is to minimize a cost function which is directly related to the quantity of interest,
the contrast of the OUT in the case of MT.
Optimization theory includes global and local optimization methods. Although some re-
search groups have applied global optimization methods such as simulated annealing, genetic
algorithms or particle swarm optimization (Pastorino (2010)) to solve the microwave tomo-
graphy problem, these methods become non practical from a computational burden point
of view when applied to a realistic configuration. Improvements in computer capabilities,
hardware acceleration techniques or parallel programming techniques can improve the speed
of this kind of algorithms.
On the other hand, local optimization methods require much less computational cost. Ho-
wever they can only assure convergence into a local minimum of the cost function. Moreover,
these methods are generally very efficient to deal with “medium” sized objects (the upper
boundary limit for these algorithms is not very clear in the literature), which are larger (or
present higher contrasts) than those efficiently treated by linear methods.
Among the most popular local optimization methods applied to microwave tomography
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are the distorted Born iterative (DBI) (Chew (1999)) method and the contrast source inver-
sion (CSI) method (van den Berg et Abubakar (2002)). DBI is an iterative method similar
to the Born iterative method, where at each iteration the contrast function is updated as :
X(k+1) = X(k) + δX(k) (2.20)
And the scattered field at the receiver positions is calculated as :
Esi
(k+1) = Go
(k)
I δX
(k)E
(k)
i (2.21)
Where Go
(k)
I is the inhomogeneous Green’s function calculated at iteration k. This Green’s
function has to be computed numerically from the MT system of equations (Pastorino (2010)).
The detailed description of the algorithm is described in (Chew et Wang (1990)), and it can
be summarized in the following steps.
First the initial contrast function (X0) is computed using the Born approximation, as well
as, the initial inhomogeneous Green’s function. At each iteration a linear inverse problem is
solved to compute δXk+1 by minimizing the cost function 2.22, which is just the residual
error between the measured and calculated scattered field, following the procedure in (Chew
et Wang (1990)). Once the updated value of δX is known, the values of Go
(k)
I and E
(k)
i are
computed. Then, Esi
(k+1) is computed and its value is used to compute the residual error. The
iterative procedure is continued until this residual error is smaller than a given threshold.
F(χ) =
∑
i
‖yi − Esi k‖
2
(2.22)
The DBI method usually converges in a few iterations, however each iteration requires
the computation of the inhomogeneous Green’s function and the solution of a linear inverse
problem, both of which can be computationally expensive. This method has been applied
successfully in microwave tomography however it requires a very efficient forward solver. The
introduction of parallel computing techniques and Graphical Processing units (GPU) allows
a fast solution of the forward problem at each iteration (Winters et al. (2009)).
In the CSI method (van den Berg et Abubakar (2002)), the solution of a forward problem
is not needed for each iteration. The MT equation system described in 2.16 and 2.17 is written
as a function of the contrast sources wi = XEi :
yi = Gowi + n
o
i (2.23)
wi = X(Ei
inc + Gcwi) (2.24)
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The inverse problem is then treated as an optimization problem where a cost function
is minimized with respect to the two unknowns of the problem. The optimization algorithm
used in the CSI method is the non-linear conjugate gradient algorithm (Nocedal et Wright
(2006)). An iterative minimization algorithm requires the computation of a descent direction
and the step length at each iteration (Nocedal et Wright (2006)). In the CSI method, both
contrast and currents are updated as :
X(k+1) = X(k) + α
(k)
X p
(k)
X (2.25)
W(k+1) = W(k) + α
(k)
W p
(k)
W (2.26)
Where W is a vector containing the constrast sources for the M different illuminations
(i = 1 to M) and the quantities α
(k)
X ,p
(k)
X and α
(k)
W ,p
(k)
W are the step length and direction
descent for minimization with respect to the contrast function and the equivalent currents
respectively. A regularized version of the CSI method is the Multiplicative Regularization
CSI method (MR-CSI) (van den Berg et Abubakar (2002); Abubakar et al. (2002)). The
cost function for the MR-CSI is the weighted sum of the errors in equations 2.23 and 2.24
multiplied by a regularization term :
FkCSI(X,W) = (F1 + λ
kF2)F
k
r (2.27)
F1(W) =
M∑
i=1
||yi −Gowi||2
M∑
i=1
||yi||2
(2.28)
F2
k(X,W) =
M∑
i=1
||X(Eiinc + Gcwi)−wi||2
M∑
i=1
||Xk−1(Eiinc)||2
(2.29)
Fkr = F
k
WL2(X) =
∆2
S
n∑
p=1
|5Xkp|2 + (δk)2
|∇Xk−1p |2 + (δk)2
(2.30)
Where Fr is the regularization term, S is the surface of the imaging domain D, ∆ is the
discretization step and |∇Xkp|2 is a factor that computes the gradient of the contrast function
along the x and y directions.
The parameters λk and δk play a key role on the stability of the algorithm and are auto-
matically computed at each iteration in the MR-CSI method. The expressions for computing
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these parameters, the gradients expressions, as well as other details of the algorithm can be
found in (Abubakar et al. (2002)).
The original CSI method needs a lot more iterations than DBI to converge but it produces
very similar results in terms of accuracy and computational cost. However it has been shown
in (Barriere et al. (2007)), that the CSI method can be modified to obtain accurate results
while improving the rate of convergence of the algorithm leading to faster results.
2.4 Microwave tomography systems for medical imaging
Medical imaging applications of microwave signals have been an active research field in
the past 20 years. Among the different prototypes developed for this application, we can refer
to the initial experiments conducted by Larsen and Jacobi (Larsen et Jacobi (1979, 1985)),
the 2.45GHz microwave camera by Franchois, Bolomey et al. (Franchois et al. (1998)), the
2.45GHz cylindrical scanner by Jofre et al. (Jofre et al. (1990)) and the 2.45GHz circular
tomographic scanner by Semenov et al. (Semenov et al. (1999)).
2.4.1 Measurement setups for breast cancer detection
Recent work in the field of microwave tomography applied to breast cancer detection in-
cludes the development of several clinical or pre-clinical prototypes. Among them, we can cite
the clinical system developed at Dartmouth College (Meaney et al. (2000)), the system de-
veloped at the Technical University of Denmark (Zhurbenko et al. (2010)), the CMI clinical
prototype developed at Bristol University (Klemm et al. (2009b,a, 2010)), the Duke Uni-
versity’s MT system (Stang (2008)) and the MT system developed at Chalmers University
(Fhager et al. (2011)). Pictures of the different systems are shown in Figures 2.4 to 2.7.
Figure 2.4 Dartmouth College microwave spectroscopy clinical prototype (Meaney et al.
(2000)). Image obtained from Dartmouth College website
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Figure 2.5 University of Bristol CMI clinical prototype. Image obtained from (Henriksson
et al. (2011)).
Figure 2.6 University of Chalmers clinical prototype. Image obtained from (Fhager et al.
(2011)).
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Figure 2.7 DTU’s microwave tomography clinical system. Image obtained from DTU website.
Figure 2.8 McMaster University Raster scan. Image obtained from (Amineh et al. (2011a)).
The original system presented in (Meaney et al. (2000)) is a 2.5D imaging system and
shown in Figure 2.4. This means that the image of the breast is obtained as a superposition
of 2D slices. In the measurement setup, the patient is lying prone in an examination table
with the breast pending in a liquid filled tank. The liquid is needed for impedance matching
purposes and to reduce the modeling error when considering the system to be immersed in a
homogeneous medium. The breast is surrounded by an array of monopole antennas, as shown
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in figure 2.4. The array of antennas move up and down to obtain the data at the different
planes. The monopole antenna was chosen for this application because it can be easily and
accurately modeled, it is simple to fabricate and a broadband response can be obtained when
immersed in a lossy medium. All the antennas can be used as transmitters and receivers. The
signals are collected in a parallel-detection scheme as described in (Li et al. (2004)). This
parallel-detection scheme allows for very fast data acquisition. The current version of this
system has an operative bandwidth from 500-3000MHz with inter-plane imaging capability
(transmitting and receiving antenna at different heights) for 3D image reconstruction as
described in (Fang et al. (2010)), recently it has been shown that it is possible to take a 3D
image of a patient in less than 20 minutes, including examination of the patient and image
reconstruction (Grzegorczyk et al. (2012)).
The system presented in (Zhurbenko et al. (2010)) is a full 3D microwave imaging system.
The complete description of the microwave hardware is described in (Zhurbenko (2008)). An
image of the system is shown in figure 2.7. It consists on an array of 32 monopole antennas
horizontally placed in a bird’s nest arrangement. The array is also placed in a liquid filled
tank. For each antenna transmitting, the data is collected at the other 31 antennas, resulting
in a total of 32x31 measurements. The measurement process takes approximately less than
one minute per breast.
The Chalmer’s University system is described in (Fhager et al. (2011); Zeng et al. (2011)).
As it can be seen in Figure 2.6, it consists on several rings of monopole antennas in a very
similar arrangement to the previously presented systems. The particularity of the system is
that the measurements are taken in the time domain. An ultra-wideband (UWB) signal is
generated using a pulse generator and the response is measured using a sampling oscilloscope.
The advantage of this system is that it can measure a wideband signal faster compared
to a frequency swept measurement. An interesting study comparing the performances of a
frequency domain versus a time domain measurement system is performed in (Zeng et al.
(2011)).
Another interesting approach is the one proposed by the University of Bristol (Klemm
et al. (2009b)). This is the first implementation of a clinical radar system. A picture of the
system is shown in Figure 2.5. It consists of an hemispherical conformal array of 60 wide-
band patch antennas. Using this approach, qualitative reconstruction images of small objects
have been successfully achieved. Clinical tests of this system are currently ongoing. The mea-
surements are taken using an 8-port VNA, that considerably accelerates the measurement
procedure (Henriksson et al. (2011)).
In (Stang (2008)), the hardware design of a clinical prototype as a continuation of the
very active research in microwave tomography at Duke University is described. It consists
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in a conformal array of patch antennas surrounding the breast, where no matching fluid is
used. Instead, custom solid inserts made of low-loss dielectric materials have been used for
matching purposes.
Finally, another interesting approach is the raster-scan system developed at McMaster
University, a picture of which is shown in Figure 2.8. It consists of two wideband horn antennas
that scan the surface of the breast compressed between two dielectric plates, one antenna
above and the other below the plates. Qualitative images of scatterers inside phantoms have
been succesfully produced with this system (Amineh et al. (2011b,a)).
2.4.2 Other measurement setups available in the literature
Several other MT measurement setups have been developed for biomedical or non-destructive
test applications. In general these systems consist in an array of antennas combined with a
switch matrix to measure the transmission between a pair of antennas in the array. The
measurement is generally done using a vector network analyzer (VNA). Two examples of MT
measurement setups are shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10.
The University of Manitoba system consists in a series of Vivaldi antennas arranged in
a circular configuration (Gilmore et al. (2010)). The system is designed to operate in air,
frequency limited by the bandwidth of the antennas (3 to 6 GHz). The antennas are oriented
to generate a vertically polarized field which is used to obtain quantitative 2D images of
elongated objects. A variation of the system was presented in (Ostadrahimi et al. (2012)),
where in this case the measurements are taken using an indirect field measurement technique
based in the modulated scattering technique.
Several other MT systems have been developed for different biomedical applications,
among them we have the previously cited works by Semenov (Semenov et al. (2000, 2002))
and the MT based stroke detection system of Chalmers University (Fhager et Persson (2011);
Fhager et al. (2010)). The stroke detection system is shown in Figure 2.10. It consists in a
series of triangular patch antennas mounted in a helmet to monitor the brain and make a
fast diagnostic of the patient suspected to suffer a stroke.
2.5 Hybrid Methods
The recent study presented in (Lazebnik et al. (2007b)) has shown that the small contrast
between malignant and fibroglandular tissue poses a major challenge for microwave early
detection of breast tumors. For this purpose, some hybrid techniques have been proposed to
enhance the results obtained with microwave tomography.
In (Zhao et al. (2008)), dielectric and elastic contrasts are combined to enhance breast
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Figure 2.9 University of Manitoba microwave tomography system. Image obtained from Uni-
versity of Manitoba website.
cancer detection, since malignant tissue is considerably stiffer than both adipose and fibro-
glandular tissue according to (Samani et al. (2003)). The breast is mechanically compressed
to induce a displacement, while at the same time, a microwave signal is transmitted into the
breast and the scattered field is collected using an antenna array. The mechanical displace-
ment will modulate the scattered field measured at the receiver. Hence, the total scattered
field has two components, the normal scattered field due to the dielectric contrast and a
Doppler field perturbation due to mechanical vibration. A numerical study of this method is
performed in (Zhao et al. (2008)) and a 5dB improvement in the measured scattered field is
obtained (for the same malignant to fibroglandular contrast).
The use of contrast agents to increase the contrast between normal and malignant fibro-
glandular tissue is studied in (Shea et al. (2009)). The contrast agent used in this application,
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Figure 2.10 Chalmers University microwave tomography system for the detection of brain
stroke. Image obtained from Chalmers University webpage.
micro bubbles that accumulate passively in tumors (Mashal et al. (2010)), acts by lowering
the permittivity of the malignant tissue. The imaging process is taken in two steps, with and
without contrast agent, and the difference of the two images is obtained to detect possible
breast tumors.
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CHAPTER 3
Measurement Setup Configurations for Planar Microwave Tomography
In this chapter, an analysis of Microwave Tomography (MT) measurement setups is per-
formed for different configurations based on breast compression. These types of configurations
allow measuring the evanescent component of the scattered field and a compact measurement
setup that can be easily integrated in a standard mammography system.
3.1 Introduction
A measurement setup in MT typically includes a series of receiving (Rx) and transmitting
(Tx) antennas for measuring the scattered fields needed for the reconstruction algorithms.
The antennas can be arranged in planar, cylindrical or hemi-spherical surfaces. In the avai-
lable clinical prototypes, the patient lies prone in a table with the breast pendant in a liquid
(Meaney et al. (2000); Craddock et al. (2008)). This configuration has been proposed for
maximizing the comfort of the patient. In such a case, a cylindrical or hemi-spherical confi-
guration is preferred since the antennas can be conformal with the shape of the breast and can
accurately sample the scattered fields. In particular, compression of the breast may present
several advantages over this classical configuration (Diaz-Bolado et al. (2011a,b)). The Tx
and Rx antennas can be placed very close to the OUT, allowing the measurement of the eva-
nescent scattered fields. Also, this procedure can lead to simplifications of the reconstruction
algorithm since the thickness is precisely known, or the a priori information from mammo-
graphy can be integrated in the solution of the inverse problem. Finally, the fact that the
breast could be in similar geometrical configurations in both X-ray mammography and MT
would make it easier to compare and correlate the images obtained with the two methods.
Such a combined approach has already been used with other techniques, i.e. mammography
with optical imaging or positron emission tomography with computed tomography (Fang
et al. (2009)). In the case of a configuration using breast compression, a planar configuration
for the Tx/Rx antenna array will be better adapted.
Evanescent scattered fields have been exploited for a long time in the area of micro-
wave near-field microscopy (Gao et Xiang (1998); Kleismit et al. (2006)). This approach is
commonly used in non-destructive evaluation of materials allowing spatial resolutions in the
order of the nanometer. The exploitation of evanescent scattered fields in MT was proposed
in (Bucci et al. (1999, 2001)). The authors showed that an enhancement in the reconstructed
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images obtained in MT was obtained by using close-proximity setups, however this enhance-
ment was limited to the region near the edges of the imaging domain.
In this chapter, we will analyze how the quality of the reconstructed images can be
improved through breast compression. First of all, we will discuss different possibilities for
the implementation of a planar MT measurement setup using breast compression. Next,
we will shortly introduce the analysis techniques used for the comparison of the different
configurations. This will include a review of the mechanical properties of the breast and a
simple analysis of the deformation of breast tissues under compression. Finally the results
of the analysis will show when and how we can improve the image quality by exploiting the
measurement of evanescent scattered fields.
3.2 Different configurations for the MT setup based on breast compression
Planar measurement setups for microwave imaging have already been studied in the li-
terature, including the planar microwave camera (Franchois et al. (1998); Henriksson et al.
(2010)) or the raster scan proposed in (Amineh et al. (2011b)) that used breast compres-
sion. However, no analysis of the effect of breast compression on the quality of the obtained
images was discussed. Different possibilities are available for the implementation of a planar
MT setup. The first and more straightforward idea could be to implement a planar array of
antennas to be used as Tx and Rx. This configuration has the drawback that the antennas,
being in close proximity of the scatterers, will disturb the field to be measured. A possible
solution to this problem is to include the antennas in the formulation of the problem taking
into account their presence in the discretization of the MT system of equations (Paulsen et
Meaney (1999); Franza et al. (2002)). Another possibility is to use an array of small near-field
probes to minimize perturbations in the measured field (Memarzadeh-Tehran et al. (2010)).
The configurations considered in this chapter are shown in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.1(a) shows
a classical circular MT setup where both the Tx and Rx probes are placed in a circle sur-
rounding the OUT. Usually both the Tx probes, Rx probes and OUT are immersed in a
matching medium that is properly chosen to maximize field coupling between the probes and
the region of interest in the OUT. Two configurations based in breast compression are shown
in figures 3.1(b) and 3.1(c). The first one, which will be referred to as the camera configu-
ration, is a setup that consists in a series of Tx’s illuminating the OUT from one side and
an array of near-field measurement probes on the other side. This setup arrangement creates
a very compact system that could be integrated with a standard mammography apparatus.
A drawback of this configuration is the fact that we can only have transmission information
through the object, which translates into a limited view of the OUT. The second compressed
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configuration shown in figure 3.1(c) will be called the waveguide configuration. The com-
pound structure formed by the immersion medium, the enclosure formed by the dielectric
plates and the surrounding air region can be seen as a multilayer dielectric waveguide. The
structure is capable of guiding different TEx (Ez) or TM
x (Ex and Ey) modes depending
on the frequency of operation, the dielectric properties of the immersion media and dielec-
tric plates and the thickness of the different layers. Combinations of the different modes can
be launched by using an array of transmitting antennas and varying the phase shift between
them (Diaz-Bolado et Laurin (2008)). This configuration has the advantage that the scattered
fields can be measured both on top and bottom of the structure thus doubling the informa-
tion compared to the camera configuration. This configuration also allows the exploitation of
spatial and modal diversity to create the desired number of independent illuminations. In the
2D case this fact can be a limitation since the number of independent illuminations is limited
to twice the number of possible modes in the waveguide, considering propagation along the
positive and negative x axis, and that only the propagating modes are considered. In the 3D
case this is no longer a limiting factor since the additional dimension gives the freedom in
the spatial diversity to create the desired number of independent illuminations.
3.3 Numerical Models
In this section the different numerical phantoms used in the reconstructions will be pre-
sented. Since we are comparing measurement setups with and without compression, it is
important, in order to make a comparison between the configurations, to have a model that
takes into account, at least approximately, the deformation of the various breast regions re-
sulting from the compression. For this purpose, we will perform a simple mechanical analysis
of the compressed breast tissues. Then, the numerical phantoms used in the different re-
constructions will be presented. These numerical breast models have been inspired from the
anatomically realistic numerical breast phantoms presented in (Zastrow et al. (2008)).
3.3.1 Mechanical properties of Breast Tissues
The mechanical properties of human tissues have been an active research subject in dif-
ferent medical applications. Previously we have mentioned elastography, which is a technique
for imaging soft tissue elastic modulus. However breast tissue deformation is also studied for
image comparison between mammography and other non-compressing techniques such as CT
or MRI of the breast (Kellner et al. (2007)) or image guided surgery (Miga et al. (1999)).
In all of these applications, breast tissues are generally approximately modelled as linearly-
elastic materials. A material will experience mechanical deformation when a force is applied
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.1 MT configurations analyzed in this chapter.(a) Circular MT configuration. (b)
Camera configuration. (c) Waveguide configuration
to it. An elastic material is defined as a material which returns to its original unloaded
dimensions when the load is removed. In a linear elastic material the relation between the
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stress and strain of the material is constant ang given by the Hooke’s Law. Stress is defined as
the ratio between the load applied to a material for a given area (σ = P/A[N/m2]), whereas
the strain is defined as the ratio between the change in length of a material and its original
length when a load is applied to it ( = δL/L) (Bazergui et al. (1993)). In this case, we are
interested in determining the deformation of an object under compression, as it can be seen
in figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2 Schema of the mechanical deformation of an object subject to normal stress.
Linear-elastic materials are characterized from two parameters, Young’s Modulus (E =
σ/) and Poisson’s ratio (ν = −δLx/δLy with −1 < ν < 0.5) (Bazergui et al. (1993)). In
order to make a consistent comparison between the different configurations, we will analyze
the deformation experienced by a breast-like object composed of fat and glandular tissue. For
this analysis, we will use CST Multiphysics, which is part of the CST Studio suite and includes
a mechanical solver based on the finite element method. The results were also confirmed using
ANSYS Mechanical solver. The simulation geometry is shown in Figure 3.3(a). The highly
simplified breast-like object consists in a sphere of radius 8cm whose center is placed at the
coordinate origin. To obtain the compressed breast shape, the sphere is cut at planes z = 0
and y = ±3cm . A smaller sphere of radius 0.75cm, centered at x = 0, y = 0 and z = 4cm
is added. The cut sphere represents fatty tissue and the small sphere represents glandular
tissue. The two objects are assigned the mechanical properties given in (Kellner et al. (2007)),
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and reported in Table 3.1. These properties were obtained from a compilation of different
published results both from in vivo and in vitro measurements of human tissues. However,
breast tissues are quite heterogeneous and these values could vary greatly among different
patients or parts of the breast.
Table 3.1 Mechanical and Electrical properties of the different tissues present in the numerical
phantoms
Parameter Fat Fibroglandular Immersion medium
Young’s Modulus 1 KPa 10KPa -
Poisson’s ratio 0.49 0.49 -
Permittivity 7 45 15
Conductivity 0.16S/m 1.36S/m 0.4S/m
A small displacement of 3mm is applied to the compression plates at y = −3cm and
y = +3cm in the +y and −y directions respectively, as shown in Figure 3.3(a), while the
plane z = 0 is held fixed to simulate the stiffness of the thorax. This small displacement is
used to preserve the validity of the linearly-elastic formulation, since this tissue model is valid
only for small deformations where the strain should be kept smaller than 5%. However for the
simple case we want to simulate, this approximation will give an idea of how the breast tissue
reacts under compression. Figure 3.3(b) shows the displacement vector obtained from the
simulation. As can be seen, the fat part of the object assumes the most of the deformation,
while the shape of the glandular region remains more or less unchanged, as its displacement
is along z and more or less constant over its volume. This effect was expected since the
glandular tissue has a Young’s modulus ten times higher than that of the fat tissue.
3.3.2 Numerical Breast Phantoms
The numerical phantoms that will be used in the different reconstructions performed in
section 3.5.2 are shown in Figure 3.4. They differ in the content of fibroglandular tissue,
and they will be identified in the sequel as mostly fatty, scattered fibroglandular and very
dense. All these phantoms consist of a mixture of fat and glandular tissue, whose electrical
properties at the frequency of 2.45GHz are given in Table 3.1 (Lazebnik et al. (2007a)). In
the uncompressed phantoms, the fat portion is a circle of 29mm in radius and the glandular
portion varies from one phantom to the other to reflect the percentage of glandular tissue
corresponding to each category. In Section 3.3.1, it was shown how under compression the fat
tissue suffers more deformation than the glandular tissue due to its lower stiffness. Taking
this into account, it was assumed that the fat portion is deformed into a flattened ellipse
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.3 Results of the CST multyphisics simulation. (a) Simulation model. (b) Displace-
ment vector in the x = 0 plane. The grey scale indicates local tissue displacement in meters.
keeping the volume of the breast constant, whereas the glandular portion is kept unchanged.
The same volume is also maintained for the immersion medium.
3.4 Analysis Techniques
In this section, the inversion algorithm used for the reconstructions will be shortly ex-
plained, as well as, an efficient way to attack the inhomogeneous inverse scattering problem
of the breast compression based configurations. In a general MT problem the OUT is placed
inside a domain D and it is sequentially illuminated using a series of M different transmitting
antennas. For each illumination the scattered field is measured at N points. For all the confi-
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Figure 3.4 Six phantoms used in the reconstructions with and without compression. (a)
(b) Mostly fatty phantom without and with compression. (c) (d) Scattered fibroglandular
phantom without and with compression. (e) (f) Very dense phantom without and with com-
pression.
gurations previously explained, a 2D TM case is considered, that is, the objects are infinite
along the z direction and the electric field has only a z component. A system of two inte-
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gral equations defines the scattering problem. Following the development in (Abubakar et al.
(2002)), we can discretize the system of equations using the Method of Moments (MoM)
with pulse basis functions and point matching and obtain the following system of matrix
equations :
yi = Gowi (3.1)
wi = X(E
0
i + Gcwi) (3.2)
Where we have i = 1...M . The domain D is discretized in n pixels (n = nx×ny). Vector
yi of size N contains the measured scattered fields due to the i
th illumination. E0i is the
incident field vector of length n in the domain D when no OUT is present. Go and Gc
are the observation and coupling Green matrices of size N×n and n×n respectively. These
matrices are calculated from the discretization of the 2D Green’s function (GF) of the domain
D.
X and wi are the unknowns of the problem. X is a diagonal matrix (X = diag(x)), where
x is a vector of length n containing the discretized version of the contrast function which is
defined as χ(r) = ((r)−b)/b. (r) is the unknown complex permittivity in the discretization
region D and b is the complex permittivity of the background medium. Finally, wi is a vector
which contains the induced polarization currents in the OUT (wi = XE
t
i ), where E
t
i is the
total electric field in the domain D. The unknowns X and wi are found through a modified
version of the well-known CSI technique presented in (Barriere et al. (2011)) and deteailed
in Annex A. The quality of the reconstructed images will be compared in terms of the Mean
Square Error (MSE) after a fixed number of iterations of the algorithm, where MSE is defined
as ∆x = ‖x− x0‖2/‖x0‖2, in which x0 is the known imposed contrast.
The configurations for the MT proposed in Figure 3.1 and based on breast compression
needs some modifications for the solution of the MT inverse problem. In these configurations
we have to consider the dielectric medium of the compression plates. Following the general
formulation, we should use the homogeneous GF for the background air region, and define the
contrast function for the whole region containing the plates and the immersion medium with
a considerable computational overhead. However, since we are only interested in imaging the
region between the compression plates it would be quite advantageous to reduce the size of
the discretization region. This is quite possible because the geometry and electrical properties
of the plates are well known. For this purpose a modified GF and incident field need to be
computed to take into account of the presence of the inhomogeneous background.
The computation of inhomogeneous GF is widely treated in the literature, specially for
the case of infinite multilayered media (Tai (1994); Chew (1999); Mosig et Itoh (1989)).
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However, the geometries presented in Figure 3.1 are laterally closed to contain the matching
fluid and allow a compact measurement setup, in such a case, our inhomogeneous media
cannot be considered as an infinite multilayered media. Another possibility is to compute
this GF numerically. According to (Tai (1994)), the inhomogeneous discrete version of the
GF for a 2D TM scalar case, Gin, can be expressed as
Gin = Ghomo + Gscat (3.3)
Where Ghomo is the GF corresponding to the homogeneous case and Gscat is the contribu-
tion of the inhomogeneous part of the structure. Gscat can be obtained combining equations
3.1. For the case of the Gcin GF it can be expressed as
G˜cin = Ghomo + Gfreewfree|D (3.4)
wfree = (I−XinGfree)−1XinGfree (3.5)
Where G˜cin and Ghomo are defined in the smaller region D corresponding to the imaging
domain defined in Figures 3.1(a) and 3.1(b)) . On the other hand, Gfree and Xin are the free
space discrete GF and inhomogeneous contrast, and they are defined in a region that contains
the whole structure including the dielectric plates. For this reason on the Gfreewfree term we
only have to take into account the pixels contained in the smaller region D. The inhomoge-
neous contrast has been defined with respect to the air region Xin = (ε(r)− ε0)/ε0. The GF
relative to the new background permittivity, εb, can be obtained through multiplication by
a constant term Gcin = G˜cin(εb/ε0). The same procedure can be obtained to calculate Goin
and Eincin .
An example of this procedure is shown here and the results are compared to a simulation
using CST Microwave Studio. The geometry consists on a slab of glycerine (εr = 6.28,
σ = 0.43S/m), with a contour of Plexiglas (εr = 2.56, σ = 0.0051S/m). The size of the
glycerine slab is 240 by 38 mm and the thickness of the plexyglass contour is 6mm. The
scattering object is a rectangle of 12 by 10 mm, with an electric contrast of 2 referred to
the glycerine permittivitty, located at x=0, y=10mm. The object is illuminated by 4 electric
line sources located at x = ±64mm and y = ±12mm and the scattered field is measured
at y = ±30mm at 80 positions along the x direction (40 located at y = −30 and 40 at
y = 30) with a spacing of 2mm between the measurement probes. The results obtained with
equations 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4 implemented in Matlab and the finite integration time domain
formulation of CST Microwave Studio are shown in Figure 3.5 both for the amplitude and
phase of the scattered field. Here the four sets of 80 measurements are shown in sequence
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along the horizontal axis to ease visualization. CST Microwave Studio is a 3D solver so
appropriate boundary conditions are used in the simulation to represent a 2D geometry. The
mesh size is dx=dy=2mm for the MoM simulation (∆≈λ/20) and assigned to λ/30 in CST
at a frequency of 2.45GHz. As it can be seen from the figure, the results for these two very
different techniques agree very well both for the amplitude and the phase. This fact validates
the approach used for the calculation of the scattering from an inhomogeneous object using
an inhomogeneous Green’s function. This formulation reduces considerably the size of the
Green’s matrices Gc and Go and the incident electric field vector E
0
i . For instance, in the
given example, the size of Gc is reduced from 3150 by 3150 elements to 1026 by 1026 elements,
considering an imaging region D of 54 by 19 pixels. This has a considerable impact in the
reconstructions that will be performed in section 3.5.2, since the CSI type algorithms involves
a lot of matrix vector products of the quantities previously mentioned.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 SVD analysis of the configurations
The configurations shown in 3.1 will be now compared on the basis of the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the operator Go. This is a useful technique for the analysis of different
measurement setups in MT. In (Bucci et al. (2001)), the authors analyzed the relation between
the singular values of the matrix Go and the available information in the system, as well as,
its relation to the quality of the reconstructions. The same technique was also used in (Crocco
et Litman (2009)) to analyze different MT configurations using a metallic enclosure. It was
shown, that for a given value of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) which qualitatively corresponds to
a line parallel to the x axis, a high number of significant singular values increases the amount
of information available for the solution of the inverse problem. The radiation operator matrix
Go of size N×n admits a SVD decomposition of the form Go = UΨV†. Where U and V†
are square matrices of size N×N and n×n respectively and Ψ is a N×n rectangular diagonal
matrix which contains a vector σ with the N singular values of the matrix Go.
The three configurations share the same immersion medium previously defined. The die-
lectric plates have the same material and thickness than in the example previously presented
in section 3.4. The results for the different cases are shown in Figure 3.6. The singular values
are plotted for two cases of circular configuration with radius 75mm and 100mm and for the
waveguide and camera configuration for N = 80 Rx’s. In both cases, the breast is compressed
up to a value of 38mm which represents a level of compression similar to a standard mammo-
graphy test (Poulos et al. (2003)). In the circular configuration, a homogeneous GF is used,
whereas in the waveguide and camera configuration an inhomogeneous GF is considered.
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Figure 3.5 Scattering of a rectangular object using the inhomogeneous GF approach and
using CST Microwave Studio.
Figure 3.6 Normalized singular values of the Go operator for the different configurations.
Some interesting remarks can be made based on Figure 3.6. The spectrum of the singular
values for the circular configuration presents the step-like behavior described in (Bucci et al.
(1999, 2001)). The effect of proximity, predicted in the cited references, can also be observed
since more singular values are available in the case of the smaller radius configuration. It can
also be observed that the camera configuration has less significant singular values than the
other configurations. A possible explanation for this fact is that only transmission information
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through the OUT is obtained with this configuration. The largest number of significant
singular values from all of the cases is obtained with the waveguide configuration. This
configuration also exhibits the slowest decay rate of singular values. Another interesting fact
is the effect of the inhomogeneous background in the waveguide and camera configuration
which changes the behavior of the singular values. A quasi-linear decay rate of log(σ) can
be observed. Due to this, the compression configurations presents more significant singular
values when a high SNR is available in the measurement system. However, when the SNR
decreases the number of significant singular values available from the two configurations is
very similar. This is an important result since one of the goals of breast compression is to
have more information available in close proximity of the OUT, provided that this additional
information is not hidden in the noise or measurement errors.
3.5.2 Reconstruction of the numerical Phantoms
In order to confirm the results obtained from the SVD analysis of the Go operator,
now we will reconstruct the three proposed phantoms with and without compression using
the waveguide and circular configurations respectively and for different levels of SNR. The
synthetic measured data are generated using a MoM code and Gaussian noise is added to
the scattered field to represent experimental conditions. The CSI algorithm of (Barriere et al.
(2011)) is used and the results of the reconstructed images are compared after 2000 iterations.
As it was previously mentioned in Section 3.2, the number of independent illuminations
that can be generated with the waveguide configuration is limited to the number of inde-
pendent modes that can propagate in the structure. The number of modes can be calculated
using the transmission matrix method described in (Schlereth et Tacke (1990)). Wave pro-
pagation is considered along the x direction with the electric field oriented in the z direction
(i.e. TE modes in the terminology of the cited reference). For a multilayer structure composed
of a slab of the immersion medium described in Table 3.1 of thickness 38mm, compression
plates of plexyglass (εr = 2.56 and σ = 0.005S/m) of thickness 6mm and the outer air region,
there is a total of three independent modes propagating (i.e. above cut-off) at the frequency
of operation, 2.45GHz. From this result the number of transmitters is fixed to M = 6 and
the number of receivers will be fixed to N = 80, with half of them located at y = −30 and
the other half at y = 30 for the waveguide structure. These receivers are located 5mm above
and below the compression plates. For the circular structure, the number of transmitters and
receivers are the same, however in this case they are equally spaced around a circumference
of 75mm radius.
The reconstructions of the OUT shown in Figure 3.4 for two different values of the SNR
are shown in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8, and the MSE of the different cases is shown in Tables 3.2 and
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3.3. These results agree with the previous conclusions obtained about the spectrum of singular
values. As it can be seen from the figures and tables, the compression of the breast allows
an enhancement of the reconstructed images when the number of transmitters and receivers
is unchanged. This fact is true provided that we can accurately measure the scattered fields
with a large SNR (i.e. 40dB). This value of SNR has been previously achieved in state of the
art measurement systems (Henriksson et al. (2010)) in which the field measurement are done
in close proximity of the OUT. When the SNR is reduced to 10dB, the evanescent component
of the scattered field is masked by the noise and no enhancement in the reconstructed images
was observed. Several cases have been tested in our particular case and it has been found
that the quality of the reconstruction results starts to degrade for a SNR of 20dB or smaller
for the waveguide configuration.
The reconstructions for the circular configuration can be enhanced by increasing the
number of independent illuminations. For the particular case of the fibroglandular phantom,
the reconstructions were repeated for different number of Tx antennas. It was found that for
12 illuminations the quality of the reconstructed images was similar to the values reported
using the waveguide configuration. Further increments of the number of Tx antennas did not
improve the quality of the images in terms of the MSE. Finally, the number of independent
illuminations for the waveguide configuration was limited to the number of propagating modes
in a 2D case. Moreover, considering the small distances between the transmitters, receivers
and OUT, the excitation of evanescent propagating modes (below cut-off) could also be
considered to increase the number of independent illuminations.
Table 3.2 MSE of the different reconstructed phantoms for SNR = 40dB. N = 80, M = 6
and n = 32× 32 and n = 54× 19 pixels for the compressed and uncompressed case.
Phantom Compression No Compression
Mostly fatty 0.093 0.169
Scattered Fibro 0.2773 0.4088
Very Dense 0.1438 0.2141
3.5.3 Effect of the compression plates in the reconstruction capabilities
In this section, the effect of the compression plates will be analyzed. Apart from the breast
tissues, there are three media present both in the camera and waveguide configuration : the
immersion medium, the compression plates and the surrounding air where the measurement
takes place. Usually, there is a large difference in permittivity between the air and the immer-
sion medium, and this medium is specifically chosen to couple the maximum energy inside the
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Figure 3.7 Reconstructions for the different phantoms for a SNR of 40dB. (a) (b) Mostly
fatty phantoms. (c) (d) Scattered fibroglandular phantoms. (e) (f) Very dense phantoms.
breast. In principle it could be possible to enhance the quantity of scattered field transmitted
to the air region by an appropriate choice of the thickness and electrical properties of the
compression plates. For this purpose the SVD decomposition will be performed for different
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Figure 3.8 Reconstructions for the different phantoms for a SNR of 10dB. (a) (b) Mostly
fatty phantoms. (c) (d) Scattered fibroglandular phantoms. (e) (f) Very dense phantoms.
thickness and permittivity values of the compression plates.
The SVD analysis for the waveguide configuration is shown in Figure 3.9. Figure 3.9(a)
shows the spectra of singular values for different thicknesses of the compression plates made
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Table 3.3 MSE of the different reconstructed phantoms for SNR = 10dB.N = 80, M = 6
and n = 32× 32 and n = 54× 19 pixels for the compressed and uncompressed case.
Phantom Compression No Compression
Mostly fatty 0.3343 0.1993
Scattered Fibro 0.456 0.4034
Very Dense 0.2967 0.1889
of dielectric material with εr = 2.56 and σ = 0.005S/m and using the immersion media
defined in 3.1 (r = 15, σ = 0.4S/m). Figure 3.9(b) shows the variation of the singular values
for different values of εr for a constant thickness of 6mm. The position of the receivers is
always kept at a distance of 5mm of the top and bottom plates. As it can be seen from the
figures, the thickness of the plates impacts on the decay rate of the singular values, whereas
the permittivity of the plates produces essentially no effect. From this result we can conclude
that the plates should be kept as thin as possible in order to place the receivers as close as
possible to the OUT.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have analyzed different configurations for the MT problem based in
breast compression. These configurations were designed in the context of creating a compact
measurement setup that can be easily integrated with a standard mammography apparatus.
The different configurations were compared based on the SVD of the radiation operator and
through the reconstruction of several breast-like objects with and without compression using
synthetically generated measurements for different levels of SNR.
– It has been shown that an enhancement in the quality of the reconstructed images can
be obtained using a breast compression based measurement configuration compared
to a classical circular MT measurement system for the same measurement conditions
(i.e. equal number of Tx and Rx antennas and same SNR level). This enhancement is
due to the measurement configuration in a compressed breast, where the Rx’s can be
placed in close proximity to the scatterers, and thus allows better measurement of a
more significant portion of the evanescent scattered fields spectrum. In other words,
it is possible to acquire more information from the scattered field variation. It was
shown that the enhancement is dependent on the SNR level, which will determine if
the information from the evanescent scattered fields is not hidden in the measurement
noise. In our case, it was found that a SNR of 20dB or better was needed for an
enhancement in the quality of the reconstructions. However due to the non-linearity of
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.9 SVD analysis of the effect of the compression plates (a) Thickness variation (b)
permittivity variation.
the inverse scattering problem, this threshold value may be dependent on the geometry
of the configuration, the frequency of operation and the particular algorithm used for
the solution of the inverse scattering problem.
– The waveguide configuration has shown a higher potential of reconstruction than the
camera configuration since this latter can only provide information about transmission
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through the OUT, resulting in a limited view of the scattered field.
– An efficient way to treat the inhomogeneous background of the breast compression
configurations based on the calculation of the inhomogeneous Green’s function has been
presented. The computation of this Green’s function is performed numerically and its
reduced size allow a significant reduction both in terms of memory and computer time
needed to solve the inverse scattering problem.
– The reconstruction of simple breast-like models was performed with and without com-
pression where only the fat portion of the breast was deformed, taking into account the
results from a simplified mechanical simulation of the breast tissue deformation. An
interesting study could be performed by using realistic numerical phantoms available
in the literature and applying a non-linear formulation for the mechanical deformation
that allows large deformations.
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CHAPTER 4
Near-field measurement setups for planar Microwave Tomography
4.1 Near-field measurement techniques
In the previous chapter it has been discussed how the measurement of the evanescent
scattered fields can enhance the quality of the reconstructed images in MT. The different
possibilities for implementing a planar MT system were also briefly discussed in section 3.2.
It was mentioned that measuring the evanescent scattered field of an OUT requires to set
the measuring probe or antenna very close to the object, which in turn will disturb the field
that we want to measure. Moreover, the scattered field is obtained as the difference of two
measurements of the total and incident fields and its amplitude is in general much weaker
compared to the total field or incident field (i.e. up to 30dB in the case of the waveguide
configuration) which poses a major challenge for the measurement system.
In general, near-field measurements always represent a trade-off between sensitivity and
accuracy. There are different types of near-field measurement techniques which can be divided
into direct and indirect techniques (Memarzadeh-Tehran (2010)). Among direct techniques
we can cite detector loaded probes (Smith (1981)), electro-optic probes (Suzuki et al. (2008))
and classical probes (Elasoued (2004)). Detector loaded probes consist typically in a small
antenna loaded with a diode that rectifies the high frequency signal and generate a DC voltage
proportional to the amplitude of the electric field. The signal is then transmitted through
resistive wires to the measurement equipment. This approach is only capable of measuring
the amplitude of the electric field, although phase information can be retrieved by performing
several measurements and applying post-processing techniques. Electro-optic probes generally
consist in a small antenna loaded with a non-linear crystal which is illuminated using light at
a predetermined wavelength. The refractive index of the crystal changes in the presence of an
electromagnetic field and the phase of the light passing through the crystal will experience
a phase shift proportional to the EM field. Finally these phase variations are detected using
an optical detector. In principle, this setup can measure both magnitude and phase of the
EM field with minimal perturbation, however it presents several drawbacks. Among them
we can cite the long warm-up time to synchronize the laser and the optical receiver, the
low sensitivity of the system that requires a sufficiently high signal to detect the change in
the phase of the optical signal and the cost of the system. Finally, classical probes typically
consist in a small antenna connected by a transmission line to a VNA, in this case the EM
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field at the position of the probe is directly proportional to the measured S21 parameter.
This procedure has the problem that the currents induced in the transmission line, typically
a coaxial cable, can perturb the EM field to be measured.
Indirect techniques typically include perturbation techniques and the Modulated Scatte-
ring Technique (MST). A perturbation technique is an indirect way of measuring an EM field,
it consists in placing a small scatterer in the region where the field has to be measured, for
instance in front of the OUT. A scattered field proportional to the local field at the position
of the scatterer is reflected back to the OUT or to an auxiliary device. The measured field is
then obtained substracting the reflected or transmitted signal in two different states of the
scatterer. In this technique, the scatterer has to be sufficiently small in order to not disturb
the field in excess of a tolerated limit. This fact makes the scattered signal very small and
difficult to measure or distinguish from other interferences. A possible solution to increase
the sensitivity of the measurement system using an indirect technique is to add a feature to
the scattered signal that the receiver can recognize. The implementation of this technique is
known as the MST, it consists in modulating the scattered field in a way that the modulated
signal can be detected using an homodyne receiver.
4.1.1 The Modulated Scattering Technique
As previously stated, the MST is an indirect measurement technique for EM fields in
the microwave frequency regime. A schematic of a general MST measurement procedure is
shown in Figure 4.1. The objective is to measure a field distribution generated by an OUT
which acts as transmitter. A near-field probe loaded with a non-linear element, typically a
diode, is scanned around the OUT. At the same time this non-linear element is switched
on and off at a modulation frequency fm, where fm is much smaller that the measurement
frequency or carrier frequency fc. The probe will scatter a field proportional to the actual
value at the position of the probe, this modulated scattered field can be detected using an
auxiliary receiver antenna (bi-static mode) or from the antenna generating the measured
field distribution (mono-static mode) plus a coherent receiver capable of measuring both
amplitude and phase of the EM field. Another alternative, is to use a VNA as the measurement
instrument, where in that case, the electric field will be proportional to the difference of two
S parameter measurements E∝δSij = SONij − SOFFij (i.e. S11 and S21 for a mono-static or
bi-static implementation respectively) (Ostadrahimi et al. (2012)).
The modulation can be implemented using electrical, mechanical or optical mechanisms.
The most popular approaches are the electrical and optical modulation, using a PIN diode or
a photodiode respectively as a non-linear element. The electrical approach is usually imple-
mented using resistive wires to modulate the pin diode whereas in the optical approach the
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of the measurement principle using the modulated scattering technique.
light to modulate the photodiode is coupled using an optical fiber. Each of the approaches
has its advantages and disadvantages. Electrical modulation is easier to implement and less
expensive. On the other hand optical modulation provides an almost perturbation-free mea-
surement, since the optical fiber is transparent to the EM field. The probe is however more
expensive and difficult to fabricate.
4.1.2 Classical Near-field Measurements vs Modulated Scattering Technique
It was previously discussed how MST can provide accurate EM field measurement without
perturbation. However this low perturbation comes at the expense of a reduced sensitivity
in the measurement. Previous work in the field of MT include work using both classical
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(Omrane et al. (2006)) and MST near-field measurement systems (Franchois et al. (1998);
Henriksson et al. (2010)). In both cases, the measured scattered fields require appropriate
calibration (Ostadrahimi et al. (2011)) or a modified formulation to include the sensors effect
in the reconstruction model (Franza et al. (2002)).
Previous work in our research group included the design of OMS probes which allow
perturbation free measurements. One of the objectives of this work will be to determine
if this approach represents an advantage for simplifying the calibration algorithms. This
point will be addresed in Chapter 5. On the other hand, the MST technique requires the
implementation of a custom homodyne receiver whereas a classical near-field measurement
is usually performed using a VNA, this issue will be also discussed in next chapter.
4.2 Design of a non-invasive wideband OMS probe
Previously it was mentioned that one of the drawbacks of the MST technique is the
reduced sensitivity of the measurement. One solution for increasing the sensitivity of small
probes is to add a tuning network to the probe to make it resonant and thus increase the
modulation index of the probe(Bolomey et Gardiol (2001)). The modulation index, m, in the
case of a small resonant probe can be defined as :
m ≈ ‖ZON‖ − ‖ZOFF‖‖ZON‖+ ‖ZOFF‖ (4.1)
Where ZON and ZOFF are the impedances of the modulated load in the ON and OFF
states. This fact was used by our research group to create a resonant optically modulated
probe at the frequency of 2.45GHz (Memarzadeh-Tehran et al. (2010)). The goal was to create
a small dipole probe (L = λ/12) loaded by a photodiode to create a minimally invasive near-
field probe. Both the photodiode and the antenna can be modelled as series RC circuit,
then, by adding an inductance in series with the probe, it can be made resonant at one
frequency of operation. The measured bandwidth of that probe, defined as the band over
which the sideband level remains within 20 dB of its maximum value, was limited to the
range 2 to 3.2GHz (46% bandwidth, normalized to the center of the band). This bandwidth
is not sufficient in many applications. Here a new design published in (Memarzadeh-Tehran
et al. (2011)) which includes an improved tuning circuit providing significantly enhanced
bandwidth will be shortly presented. The equivalent circuit of the proposed probe is shown
in figure 4.2.
It can be shown that the probe bandwidth is directly related to the order of the tuning
network used. Using a higher-order tuning network will improve the bandwidth, however, it
will also lower the dynamic range of the probe. The criteria leading to a proper selection of
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Figure 4.2 Circuit model of proposed OMS probe with second order tuning network.
tuning network can be summarized as follows : 1) its input impedance should be inductive
as the impedance of the short dipole is significantly capacitive, 2) the tuning network should
apply a DC short-circuit across the probe photodiode to prevent voltage rectification, which
can decrease the modulation index of the probe (Memarzadeh-Tehran et al. (2011)), 3) it
should provide a large modulation index over a wide band. The photodiode used in the
construction of the OMS probe is a nonlinear device.
Figure 4.2 demonstrates the equivalent circuit of the proposed probe incorporating the
tuning network which meets the requirements listed above. The tuning network consists of
three inductors (i.e., two of value L1 and one of value L2) where two of them are on each arm of
the dipole and the third is across the arms. The last inductor stabilizes the probe modulation
depth by imposing a zero DC voltage across the photodiode (short-circuit). Based on a simple
RC network model of the photodiode, the tuning network parameters were optimized by
maximizing the difference of the current flowing through the dipole antenna in ON and OFF
states, to achieve the highest value of m over 1–5 GHz band. For a PDCS12T photodiode,
manufactured by Enablence Co, the measured input impedance of this photodiode at 2.62
GHz is ZOFF = 26.12− j377.3Ω and ZON = 21.94− j12.96Ω. The optimization results yield
L1 = 12.5 nH and L2 = 18 nH. The implementation of the inductive loads between the
photodiode/short-dipole and the photodiode’s terminals is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Simple
planar spiral inductors are used and wire bonds are made between the photodiode and the
central landing pads. They are also connected to the printed dipole antenna.
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Figure 4.3 Photograph of the developed OMS probe (the length of the printed dipole is
10mm). Close-up view of the probe before fiber coupling and complete assembled probe
(upper-left corner).
4.2.1 The OMS probe non-invasiveness improvement
The probe was fabricated on an alumina ceramic substrate using a Miniature Hybrid Mi-
crowave Integrated Circuits (MHMIC) process. This technology was used due to the precision
requirements for implementing the spiral inductors of the tuning network. The high permit-
tivity of alumina (i.e. r= 9.9) may cause perturbation on the fields to be measured, thus
several holes were performed on the alumina substrate using a michomachining laser tech-
nique to reduce the effective permittivity. In order to quantify this effect, two experiments
were simulated using a full-wave electromagnetic commercial code (CST Microwave Studio).
The first experiment, shown in figure 4.4 consisted of measuring the scattered field by the
short-circuited probe for a linearly polarized plane-wave illumination. The origin is located in
the middle of the probe and the scattered field is measured in a line along the y-axis and at a
distance of 10mm away from the probe in the z direction. The second experiment consisted
of measuring the transverse electric field of a 50 Ω microstrip line using the implemented
MST probe. The probe was located 3mm above the trace and the equivalent lumped element
circuit of the photodiode was placed between the two arms of the dipole. For each point,
the measured electric field at the probe position was obtained using the following expression
E ∝ ∆ρ = √S11ON − S11OFF (Bolomey et Gardiol (2001)), where S11 was obtained at port 1
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of the microstrip line while port 2 is matched to a 50 Ω load. Two different simulations were
made with the photodiode in the ON and OFF states.
Both simulations were performed for three different cases : first, using the actual dimen-
sions of the alumina substrate, second, using the same substrate with perforated holes and
finally, without the substrate, except for a portion under the dipole arms. The results for the
three cases are plotted in Figure 4.5 for the scattered field by the short-circuited probe and
in figure 4.6 for the microstrip experiment. One can see in Figure 4.5, that the substrate has
an effect on the field scattered by the probe which is directly related to the field measured
by the probe itself using the MST technique. The curves for the cases without substrate and
with the perforated substrate agree very well with each other, however for the case with the
whole substrate there is a difference of up to 3dB between the curves. It can be seen that
the presence of the substrate does affect the distribution of the scattered field. For instance,
the difference between cases of the perforated and non perforated substrate at y=0 is about
3 dB and it decreases to about 1 dB at y ±40. The same effect is observed for the second
experiment, where the curve for the perforated case is close to the curve in the case without
the substrate, as already expected. In the design procedure, the substrate was kept as small
as possible. However, it cannot be removed completely due to the need for physical layout of
the inductors, photodiode and dipole.
4.2.2 Frequency response and validation of the probe
Frequency response
The impact of the tuning network on the frequency response of the probe was investigated
by conducting an experiment with the following arrangement. A 50-Ω microstrip transmis-
sion line was fabricated on a RO3265 substrate, fabricated by the Rogers corporation, with
thickness of 60 mil. In this experiment, the OMS probe was positioned as close as possible
to the transmission line (terminated in a matched load) where a maximum of the E-field oc-
curs. Then, the stationary probe was light-modulated and the generated sideband levels were
recorded at different frequencies (i.e., fRF ± fIF , where fIF is modulation frequency). The
signals at the input port of the transmission line include both the carrier and the sideband
signals. The frequency response of the probe was obtained by reading the sidebands power
level on a spectrum analyzer when the frequency was varied from 500 MHz to 5 GHz. Figure
4.7 shows the frequency response of the probe. As it can be seen in the figure, the 20dB
bandwidth of the probe covers the frequency range 1.1 to 3.6GHz (106%). For comparison,
we also included the frequency response of the probe previously developed by the authors
(Memarzadeh-Tehran et al. (2010)) in the same figure. The simulated frequency response of
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Figure 4.4 Simulation models in CST for the two experiments.
the probe obtained using the equivalent circuit of the probe is also shown. The simulated
frequency response obtained using the equivalent circuit of Figure 4.2 is also shown. In this
crude model, we did not include parasitic components for the planar inductors. The antenna
impedance is modelled with a simple capacitor, and the photodiode by simple RC networks
in both states. As a result, it can be seen that the accuracy of the prediction degrades as the
frequency increases, leading to a difference of 250 MHz between the measured and simula-
ted peak frequencies. Nevertheless, both simulated and measured characteristics clearly show
significant improvement compared to the previous probe.
The sensitivity of the probe can be estimated using the ratio of the probe current in ON
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Figure 4.5 Scattered field by the short circuited probe under plane wave illumination for the
two different cases. (a) X=0 Line. (b) Y=0 Line.
and OFF states (CR = |ION |/|IOFF |). The CR value of this probe, compared to that of the
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Figure 4.6 Simulation of the EM field of the microstrip line using the MST principle.
probe proposed in (Memarzadeh-Tehran et al. (2010)), showed an improvement of about 18
dB at the peak frequency. This enhanced sensitivity is due to the fact that a different type
of photodiode was used. Moreover, there is no loss of sensitivity associated with DC voltage
rectification in the new probe.
4.2.3 Probe measurement results assessment
The operation of the developed OMS probe in measuring electric field was investigated by
scanning the transverse E-field distribution of the transmission line used in Section 4.2.2 at
different frequencies. To do this, the probe was mounted on a planar positioning system and
scanned across the line at a distance of 3 mm (λ/40) above the trace. The E-field magnitude
measured using a spectrum analyzer where the magnitude of the E-field is read from the
sideband power level. Comparisons with numerical simulations done with CST are shown in
Figure 4.8. A very good agreement can be noticed. It can be seen that the dynamic range
was limited in these measurements, which is due to the noise in the spectrum analyzer.
4.3 Practical implementation of the Dielectric Waveguide configuration
In this section, we will present the practical implementation of the dielectric waveguide
configuration previously explained in Chapter 3. Two different antennas capable of launching
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Figure 4.7 Frequency response of the proposed probe measured by reading the sideband level
using a Spectrum Analyzer.
the different modes independently are designed and measured. A method for measuring the
surface waves and the scattered field from cylindrical objects placed inside the waveguide
is also presented. These measurements are performed using an optically modulated probe
previously presented and good agreement between the measured and simulated results is
obtained. The content of this section is adapted from a paper submitted to IEEE Transactions
on Microwave Theory and Techniques.
4.3.1 The Dielectric Waveguide Configuration
A 2D cut of the configuration considered in this section, and which was previously intro-
duced in Chapter 3, is shown in Figure 4.9. In this case, the breast is compressed between two
dielectric plates in a setup very similar to X-ray mammography. The structure is laterally
closed to allow the utilization of a matching fluid, in order to maximize the energy coupling
inside the breast. The compound structure formed by the immersion medium, the enclosure
formed by the dielectric plates and the surrounding air region can be seen as a multilayer
dielectric waveguide. The guiding effect concentrate the fields in the region of interest and if
there is an inhomogeneity, the scattered fields can be measured above and below the whole
structure.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.8 Measured and simulated transverse E-field of the microstrip transmission line at
a distance of 3 mm at different frequencies ; (a) 2 GHz ; (b) 2.6 GHz ;(c) 3 GHz ; (d) 4 GHz.
This waveguide is capable of guiding different TE (Ex, Hy and Hz) or TM (Hx, Ey and
Ez) modes depending on the frequency of operation, the dielectric properties of the immersion
media and dielectric plates and the thickness of the different layers. In the particular case
analyzed in this section, glycerine is used as the immersion media and the dielectric enclosure
is made of plexyglass. The complex permittivity, i.e. relative permittivity and conductivity,
of these materials was measured using a HP85070B dielectric measurement probe. The mea-
sured values are εr = 7.1, σ = 0.45S/m and εr = 2.56, σ = 0.008S/m for glycerine and
plexyglass respectively at the test frequency of 2.45 GHz. The constructed phantom that will
be later used in Section 4.3.3, is shown in Figure 4.10. From this phantom, we can form an
equivalent dielectric waveguide and determine the number of modes propagating inside along
the z axis. The waveguide is formed by 5 layers (air, plexyglass, glycerine, plexyglass and air)
where the thicknesses of the glycerine and plexyglass layers are 40 mm and 6 mm respec-
tively. The thickness of the glycerine layer was chosen accordingly to standard compressed
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breast thicknesses values commonly used in mammography (Poulos et al. (2003)), whereas
the thickness of the plexyglass layer, as shown in (Diaz-Bolado et al. (2011a)), should be kept
as small as possible in order to enhance the level of scattered field measured. The final value
was chosen considering the available materials for the construction of the phantom.
The number of modes in the structure, their propagation constants, as well as, their field
distributions can be computed using different techniques, such as the Transverse Resonance
method (Sorrentino (1989)) or the Transmission Matrix (TxM) method (Schlereth et Tacke
(1990)). In our case, the TxM method has been use to calculate the parameters of the
equivalent dielectric waveguide (the details of the method are explained in Annex B). As an
example, the E field of two different TE modes propagating in the structure are shown in
Figure 4.11. As it can be seen from the figure, the propagating modes have very different
field distributions in the region between the plates. This fact is very useful in the solution
of the MT problem because a number of dissimilar illuminations is required. Another salient
feature is the very fast attenuation of the guided waves in the z direction, which is essentially
due to absorption in the glycerin.
4.3.2 Surface wave launcher design
Once the guided modes and their field distributions are known , the next step is to develop
a method to excite each mode independently in the waveguide. The excitation of surface
waves is a well known effect in printed antennas or arrays. It is generally considered as an
adverse effect and it has been extensively studied to provide design guidelines to enhance the
efficiency of printed antenna arrays (Alexopoulos et al. (1983); Eleftheriades et Qiu (2002)).
On the other hand, surface waves are intentionally excited in order to launch a guided mode
in a dielectric waveguide in some applications. Among them, we can cite the implementation
of spatial power combiners (Perkons et Itoh (1997); Perkons et al. (1998)) or planar leaky
wave antennas (Podilchak et al. (2009)).
The excitation of a given surface wave mode requires an antenna producing a field having
the same polarization as the mode that we want to excite, and placed as close as possible to
the maximum of the field distribution of the desired mode (Perkons et al. (1998)). A surface
wave launcher (SWL) has been designed for the dielectric waveguide presented in the previous
section. For both the TE and TM cases there are two modes propagating in the structure,
for the specified layer thicknesses and permittivities. As it will be shown, we can launch the
modes using an array of two antennas and varying the phase shift between them. In our case,
we want to launch modes having very different field distributions (see Figure 4.11). Mode
TE0 has a maximum in the middle of the slab, whereas mode TE1 has a minimum in this
position and maximum near the dielectric plates. The two antennas will be placed in between
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Figure 4.9 Schematic of the waveguide configuration for the MT problem.
the maximum of the different modes in order not to compromise the launching of any of the
modes.
The TE modes are excited using an antipodal dipole antenna, fabricated in Rogers 6010
substrate (εr = 10.2, tanδ = 0.0023) with thickness hsubs = 1.27mm. The arms of the dipole
are parallel to the x axis. The antenna is designed using a full-wave simulator, CST Microwave
Studio. The critical design issue of this type of antenna is the balanced excitation. In our
case, the structure is fed from a microstrip line using a tapered microstrip balun (Stutzman
et Thiele (1998)). It has been designed to operate directly in contact with glycerine inside
the phantom shown in Figure 4.10. The lossy characteristics of the glycerine make the design
slightly particular. A tapered balun normally has a length of several wavelenghts, however,
in this case it is quite short in order to maintain a compact structure and reduce the losses.
On the other hand, this lossy environment provides a wideband response from the dipole
antenna (Fox et al. (2008)). The layout of the antenna, as well as, a photograph of the
array arrangement are shown in Figure 4.12(a) and 4.12(b) respectively. The measured and
simulated S11 parameter of the antenna are shown in Figure 4.13, the measurement is taken
with the antenna array placed inside the phantom. The difference between simulations and
mesurements can be explained from several factors, among them we can cite the presence
of different SMA connectors and cables in the phantom which are not modelled in the CST
simulation and possible errors in the measured permittivity values of the glycerine. As it can
be seen from Figure 4.13, the antenna presents a wideband behavior due to its immersion
in a lossy medium, a −10dB bandwidth almost from 1 to 4 GHz can be observed. Finally,
a plot of the Ex field in the plane x = 0 is shown in Figure 4.14(a) and 4.14(b) when the
phase difference between the two excitation signals in the feeding ports is changed to 0o and
180o respectively. When compared with the analytically calculated fields in Figure 4.11, we
can see that the array of dipole antennas succesfully launched the desired modes inside the
dielectric waveguide.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.10 Picture of the implemented dielectric waveguide phantom. The dimensions of the
plexyglass container are W = 250mm, L = 270mm, H = 38mm and Hmeas = 5mm. The
plexyglass walls have a thickness of 6 mm. The antenna array is located at z = −75mm,
where the center of the container is the axes origin.
In order to launch the TM modes, an aperture-coupled patch antenna has been designed.
This type of patch antenna is very popular in the litterature and provides several advantages
over other methods (Zurcher et Gardiol (1995)). The radiating edges of the patch are parallel
to the x axis, so as to generate Ez and Ey components. In our case, a wideband structure was
obtained with the utilization of a single patch, again due to the lossy characteristics of the
medium in which the antenna is immersed. Again the SWL was created from two identical
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Figure 4.11 Plot of the calculated electric field using the TxM method. TE0 mode (Top).
TE1 mode (Bottom).
antennas. The two antennas were glued together using silicone adhesive. The permittivity of
the cured silicone (εr = 2.5) was measured using the HP85070B dielectric measurement probe.
The role of this silicone layer was twofold, first to keep the antenna array in place and second
to isolate the feeding network from the lossy medium. The layout of the fabricated antennas
is shown in Figure 4.15(a) along with a picture of the antenna array in Figure 4.15(b), which
is fabricated again on a Rogers 6010 substrates. The measured and simulated S11 parameter
of the antenna patch elements is shown in Figure 4.16. The differences between measured
and simulated data can be explained again from the absence of the cables and connectors
in the CST simulation and possible measurement errors in the glycerine permittivity values.
Finally, the Hx field in the plane x = 0 is plotted in Figure 4.17, where we can see how the
two TM modes propagating in the waveguide are correctly excited by modifying the phase
shift between the antennas.
In both cases, the fields are only plotted in the x=0 plane, where only the field components
of the 2D TE and TM modes are present due to symmetry. In other words, the cross polari-
zation generated by the SWL is negligible. The cross polarization components will increase
as we move away from this plane both in the TE and TM cases.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.12 Fabricated dipole antenna. (a) Schema of the fabricated antenna. (b) Photograph
of the fabricated antenna. The dimensions of the antenna are : Wline = 1.2mm, Wground =
8.4mm, Lground = Ltaper = 10mm, Wstrip = 2mm, Lstrip = 5mm, Warm = 3mm, Larm =
12.5mm, Wsubs = 68mm and Lsubs = 40mm.
4.3.3 Scattered field measurements
The test configuration shown in Figure 4.9 shows the position of the measurement probes
above and below of the dielectric plates. The goal now is to examine the perturbation or
scattered field produced by a scattering object placed inside the dielectric waveguide. The
fields propagating in the waveguide modes follow an exponential decay in the air region and
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Figure 4.13 Plot of the measured and simulated S11 parameter of the dipole antenna array.
thus attenuate very rapidly in the y direction. This phenomena which is of interest for our
application, since the field is confined in the region of interest, poses some difficulties for
the measurement system. The measurement of propagating surface waves has already been
treated in the litterature. Classical scanning near-field probes such as a small loop (Schultz
et al. (2003)) or a vertical monopole (Freundorfer et al. (2006)) have been used. In these cases,
a small probe is scanned on top of the waveguide and the fields are proportional to the S21
parameter between the transmitting antenna and the output of the probe which is measured
using a vector network analyzer (VNA). The probe is normally connected to the VNA using
a coaxial cable which can affect the measurement due to the bending of the cable or currents
induced in the outer conductor exposed to the measured field. Some of these problems can be
reduced using some kind of calibration procedure, for instance, in (Freundorfer et al. (2006))
time gating is used to reduce the effects of the cable bending in the measurement of the
surface wave pattern.
Another possibility is to use an indirect measurement technique such as the MST already
introduced in this chapter. The optically modulated probe, previously introduced in Section
4.2 was set to measure the electric field just above the developed phantom, as shown in
Figure 4.10. It consists in a plexyglass container filled with glycerine, where the SWL is
fixed at z = −75mm using nylon screws and two small supports made of plexyglass. The
OUT is an air-filled tube of radius 8 mm located approximately at z = −40mm and y =
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.14 Ex calculated using CST at x = 0 plane. (a) TE0 mode. (b) TE1 mode.
11mm. The scattered field produced by this object was measured along the z direction in
the x = 0 plane. For each case, the scattered field is obtained as a substracion of two
separate sets of measurements with (Etotal) and without (Einc) the presence of the tube, i.e.
Escat = Etotal − Einc. Each component of the electric field can be measured by orienting the
dipole of the MST probe in the desired direction. In the TE case, the x component of the
electric field was measured, whereas in the TM case Ez was measured. A bi-static MST setup
was be used in order to increase the dynamic range in the measurement (Bolomey et Gardiol
(2001)). In such a case, the trasmitter is connected to the SWL array and the fields scattered
by the MST probe are collected by an auxiliary antenna (collector), which was implemented
with an open ended WR284 metallic waveguide. The collector is connected to a homodyne
receiver that measures the amplitude and phase of the modulated field (Memarzadeh-Tehran
et al. (2010)).
The different modes are selected by applying a phase shift between the antennas of the
SWL array, which was previously obtained by changing the excitation signal to the port in
CST in Section 4.3.2. In practice, the 0o and 180o phase shifts are obtained by changing the
input in a rat-race coupler. The measured scattered fields both in amplitude and phase for the
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different cases are shown in Figure 4.18 to 4.21 for the TE and TM cases respectively, and
for the two different modes in both cases. The simulated results performed in CST Microwave
Studio are also included in the graphs. As it can be seen from the figures, the presence of the
air-filled tubes near z = −40mm can be detected in the scattered field amplitude. Moreover,
the measurements agree quite well with the simulations, where the shape of the curves is
almost the same without any further calibration process appart from a data normalization,
in three of the four cases except for the TE0 case. This disagreement can be due to many
factors, since this is a complicated measurement configuration. One possible explanation,
comes from the field distribution created by the SWL. As it can be seen in Figure 4.14(a),
the maximum of the field distribution of the mode is located in the middle of the slab and the
scatterer is located near the top plate where the field is weaker. This is confirmed by the fact
that the measurements for z > 0 are buried in noise. On the other hand, some energy from the
SWL is radiated and not coupled into the dielectric waveguide, making the incident field to
be more intense in the measurement region than in the region where the scatterer is present.
These two facts together will make the field scattered from this mode weaker compared to the
incident field at the measurement line. Moreover, a big difference is also obtained compared
to the other three cases, where we can observe a 10dB difference in the scattered field level
compared to the other measured modes. As a matter of fact, a small error in the positioning
of the probe will create a large error in the scattered field which is obtained as the difference
of two measurements. Such errors have also been reported in a similar measurement setup
for the detection of immersed objects in water (Ducheˆne et al. (2004)).
4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have shown the improved design of a light-modulated MST probe.
The impact of the tuning network incorporated with the modulated load was investigated by
measuring the frequency response of the probe. The bandwidth was increased from 46% to
more than 100% compared to the probe proposed in (Memarzadeh-Tehran (2010)). Noninva-
siveness of the probe, resulting in more accurate measurements, was improved by fabricating
it on a perforated substrate. Performance of the developed probe was assessed by scanning
the transverse E-field distribution near a 50- microstrip transmission line at several frequen-
cies. By comparing the measured results to simulations, the accuracy of the probe and the
benefit of the tuning network on the frequency response were confirmed.
In the second part of the chapter, we have presented for the first time, the implementation
of a dielectric waveguide configuration for the MT problem. Different practical issues asso-
ciated with this configuration have been addressed. First, it has been shown how different
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modes can be launched inside the dielectric waveguide using an array of SWL for both the TE
and TM modes. A phantom representing the waveguide configuration consisting in a sealed
plexyglass container filled with glycerine has been developed. It has also been shown that
a near-field measurement system based on the MST is capable of measuring the scattered
field produced by an object inserted in the dielectric waveguide. Moreover, a good agreement
between the measured and simulated fields was obtained in three of the cases considered.
Finally, it should be pointed out that quantitative reconstructions using the measured data
would require an appropriate calibration method of the scattered fields in order to consider
the differences between the 2D model and the 3D measured fields as it will be detailed in the
next chapter.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.15 Fabricated patch antenna. (a) Schema of the fabricated antenna. (b) Photograph
of the fabricated antenna. The dimensions of the antenna are : Wline = 1.1mm, Lline = 30mm,
Lstub = 8mm, Wslot = 2mm, Lslot = 12mm, Wsubs = 68mm, Lsubs = 60mm, hsubs1 = 2.54mm,
hsubs2 = 1.27mm and hsilicone = 10mm.
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Figure 4.16 Plot of the measured and simulated S11 parameter of the patch antenna array.
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.17 Hx calculated using CST at x = 0 plane. (a) TM0 mode. (b) TM1 mode.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.18 Measured and simulated scattered fields for the TE0 mode. (a) Magnitude. (b)
Phase.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.19 Measured and simulated scattered fields for the TE1 mode. (a) Magnitude. (b)
Phase.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.20 Measured and simulated scattered fields for the TM0 mode. (a) Magnitude. (b)
Phase.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.21 Measured and simulated scattered fields for the TM1 mode. (a) Magnitude. (b)
Phase.
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CHAPTER 5
Experimental imaging results on different Microwave Tomography
configurations
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, quantitative imaging results for the different MT configurations proposed
in Chapters 3 and 4 will be presented. In all the cases we will assume a 2D TM illumination
for quasi-2D objects. This case of MT is commonly found in the literature since it greatly
simplifies the reconstruction algorithm for solving the inverse problem. However, this simpli-
fication of the inversion problem also has some drawbacks since the reconstructions suppose
infinite objects that are treated as 2D problems, while the OUT and the associated measured
scattered fields are essentially 3D quantities. From this point it is clear that some calibra-
tion of the scattered field is absolutely needed in these cases. Different techniques for data
calibration will be discussed in section 5.2. After that we will present quantitative imaging
results both for the waveguide and camera configurations in sections 5.3 and 5.4.
5.2 Data calibration
The first step to accomplish a sucessful reconstruction of the spatial electrical properties
of an OUT is to obtain a good fitting between the measured scattered fields and the numerical
model used in the reconstruction algorithm. The 2D TM numerical model is implemented
using the simple discretization presented in Section 2.1.2. On the other hand, the measured
fields are 3D and the Green’s function expression is different than in the 2D case. Different
calibration techniques are available in the literature and will be briefly discussed here.
The first method consists in applying a constant correction factor to the measured scatte-
red field (Franchois et al. (1998)). This simple calibration only serves to correct the different
source power in the numerical model and in the measurement. The constant can be compu-
ted by minimizing the quadratic error between the measured (ymeas) and computed (ycomp)
incident field at the receivers position :
K = minK ||ycomp −Kymeas||2 (5.1)
K =
ymeas
†ycomp
||ymeas||2 (5.2)
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Where ycomp and ymeas are the computed and measured incident field vector respectively.
Symbol † indicate the transpose conjugate since the field vectors and the constant K are
complex quantities. The calibrated field is finally obtained as ycal = Kymeas. The same
procedure can be done using the scattered field produced by a reference object (Jofre et al.
(1990)).
In the second method, the calibration coefficient is now a matrix (N×M), where each of
N receiver position has an independent correction factor for the M illumination conditions.
The technique was first proposed in (Meaney et al. (1998a)), and further used in other MT
systems (Fhager et al. (2006); Henriksson et al. (2010); Gilmore et al. (2010)). As originally
presented, at each point the measured scattered field is multiplied by a complex factor which
is the ratio between the measured and computed incident field :
Escal = E
s
meas
Eicomp
Eimeas
(5.3)
However, more recently it has been shown that better results can be obtained by using
the scattered field from a reference object (Litman et al. (2010); Mojabi et al. (2011)). Also,
calibration from one or several reference objects is commonly used in the calibration of
polarimetric radars or radar cross section measurement facilities (Whitt et al. (1991); Bradley
et al. (2005)). Typically, a metallic or dielectric cylinder is used as the reference object, since
an analytical solution of the scattered field from this object is available (Balanis (1989)). In
this case, equation 5.3 is changed to :
Escal = E
s
meas
Erefcomp
Erefmeas
(5.4)
Where Erefcomp and E
ref
meas are the computed and measured complex scattered field from
the reference object.
5.3 Quantitative imaging for the waveguide configuration
5.3.1 Phantom design
The test fixture for the waveguide configuration is now updated for quantitative imaging
applications. The new developed structure is shown in Figure 5.1, and a schematic view is
also shown in Figure 5.2. Four antennas are placed inside the plexyglass container in order
to increase the number of independent illuminations. The phantom is placed vertically, in
order to simplify the placement of the scatterers at precise positions. As it can be seen in the
figure, the scatterers consist in plastic tubes which are filled with different liquid mixtures.
In the experiment, the phantom is filled with glycerin (εr = 7.17 and σ = 0.51S/m)
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Figure 5.1 Picture of the modified phantom for quantitative imaging using the waveguide
configuration.
Figure 5.2 Dimensions of the modified phantom.
and liquid mixtures of glycerin and water are used in the tubes for providing different levels
of contrast. The permittivity measurements for the different mixtures are shown in Figures
5.3(a) and 5.3(b), and the precise values at the operation frequency of 2.45GHz are shown in
Table 5.1.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3 Measured properties of the different liquid mixtures used in the experiment. (a)
Relative permittivity. (b) Conductivity. Acronyms WxGy indicate a volume percentage of
x% in water and y% in glycerin.
Table 5.1 Electrical properties and constrasts of the different liquid mixtures.
Mixture εr σ(S/m) <(χ) =(χ)
Water 73.7 1.38 6.78 -3.19
50% Water 50% Glyc 47.32 3.1 4.92 -0.45
25% Water 75% Glyc 17.83 2.27 1.68 0.62
10% Water 90% Glyc 9.24 1.08 0.35 0.25
5.3.2 Modulated scattering technique vs direct near-field measurements
In the previous chapter we presented the development of a NF probe based on the MST
principle. This probe was used in the preliminary validation of the waveguide configuration
and good agreement between the measured and simulated results was obtained. However, in
this section we are interested in quantitative imaging of elongated objects,where the inverse
problem is treated as a 2D TM case. In such a situation, the non-invasive property of an op-
tically modulated MST probe may become unnecessary since a calibration procedure is used.
The MST based measurement will be compared against a classical near-field measurement
probe.
An schematic of the measurement MST setup is shown in Figure 5.4(a) and Figure 5.5(a)
shows the optically modulated probe installed to measure the scattered field produced by
a tube placed in the middle of the phantom. As it can be seen from the figure, one of
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the dipole antennas is excited and the field is scattered by the probe and collected by an
open-ended waveguide (WR284) in a bistatic configuration. The probe and the collector are
scanned together along the measurement line, previously defined in Figure 5.2. The effect of
moving together both the probe and the collector reduces the impact on this latter in the
measurement (Bolomey et Gardiol (2001)). The modulated field is then measured using an
homodyne receiver, which downconverts the modulated signal and separates it into its in-
phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components at the modulation frequency. The two components
are then measured alternatively using a Lock-in-Amplifier (LIA).
On the other hand, Figure 5.5(b) shows the probe used in the direct near-field mea-
surement approach. In this case, the probe is a small dipole excited through a marchand
balun and connected to the measurement system using a coaxial cable (Elasoued (2004)).
The measurement configuration is shown in Figure 5.4(b), in this case the measurement is
performed using a VNA (HP 8753D) and collecting the transmission parameter (S21) between
the transmitting antenna and the probe.
The scattered field is in general a low pass function (Bucci et Franceschetti (1989)), and
its Fourier transform can be exploited to estimate the SNR in the measurement (Litman et al.
(2010)). In order to compare the direct and indirect measurement techniques, the average
spectrum amplitude is computed for the two different systems for the scattered field produced
by a cylinder filled with a mix of 25% water and 75% glycerin as shown in Figure 5.6. The
Fourier Transform of the scattered field for each one of the four illuminations is computed and
the amplitude spectrum average of all the illuminations is plotted in the figure. The SNR can
be estimated as the “sidelobe” ratio, since the high-frequency components must be due to the
noise. As it can be seen from the figure, the SNR is approximately 5 dB higher in the case of
the direct measurement (28 vs 33 dB). This enhancement in the SNR is due to several factors.
First, in the measurement principle of the MST the signal is re-radiated from the probe to
the collector and some additional losses are introduced in this process. Secondly to the design
of the receiver equipment in the case of the indirect technique, where the overall noise figure
of the circuit could be enhanced. In the case of the MST technique, the receiver is a custom-
made homodyne receiver connected to a LIA and in the direct measurement a commercial
VNA is used. Moreover, in order to increase the SNR in the measurement, the time constant
of the low pass filter inside the LIA has to be set to a high value to increase the averaging in
the instrument. This fact makes the measurement using the LIA considerably time consuming
compared to a VNA based system, where the averaging is performed much faster. For these
reasons, the direct near-field measurement system will be used in the remaining measurements
of this chapter.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.4 Schematic view of the different measurement procedures. (a) Bistatic MST mea-
surement setup. (b) Direct near-field measurement setup using VNA.
5.3.3 Reconstruction results
In this section, we will try to obtain quantitative images of a scatterer placed inside the
waveguide from measurements of its scattered field. The scatterer is a cylinder of radius 8mm
filled with different mixtures of water and glycerin, at two different positions, (x = 0, y = 0)
and (x = 0, y = 10mm) with respect to the axis defined in Figure 5.2. The scattered field
is obtained from the substraction of two separate measurements, one without the object
and another one with the object present. The measurement was repeated for each of the
transmitters and the different liquid concentrations. Finally the measured scattered field is
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.5 Photograph of the different measurement procedures. (a) MST probe and open wa-
veguide collector placed near the phantom. (b) Near-field measurement probe with absorber
to minimize the effect of the balun and coaxial cable on the measurement.
calibrated using equation 5.4, where the reference object is the cylinder filled with a mixture
of 50% water and 50% glycerine. The scattered field distributions, both in magnitude and
phase, are plotted in Figure 5.7 for the calibrated measurements and the obtained results
from the MoM numerical model. Four different cases are plotted in the figure, two different
liquid concentrations (50% water/25% glycerine and 10% water/90% glycerine) and the two
positions of the cylinder previously defined. The field is measured by scanning the probe to
a total of 81 positions from x = −40mm to x = 40mm with a stepsize of 1mm. The results
are plotted sequentially for each one of the four transmitters, this is, the results for the first
transmitter correspond to the 81 first points in the graph, the second 81 points correspond
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Figure 5.6 Comparison of the SNR of the two measurement systems from the average ampli-
tude spectrum (FFT with 1024 samples).
to the second transmitter and so on.
Several facts can be extracted from Figure 5.7. First of all, in the case of 10% water/90%
glycerine the contrast is very small and the level of scattered field is not high enough to
allow a correct measurement. Second, we can see in Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) that there is
a very good agreement between the numerical model and the calibrated results for the first
two transmitters, however, this is not the case for the third and fourth transmitters. The
explanation for this phenomena can be understood looking at a plot of the incident field
obtained using CST Microwave Studio from the two different type of transmitters in Figure
5.8. Figure 5.8(a) represents the incident field created by the second transmitter antenna at
the plane z = 0, whereas Figure 5.8(b), represents the field for the fourth transmitter. In
the case of the fourth transmitter, the incident field is higher in the measurement positions
(identified by a dashed line) than in the reconstruction region (identified by the black contour
of a square), this fact will produce a very weak scattering from the object where at the same
time the incident field is very high at the receiver positions. Since the scattered field is
measured as the difference between two measurements, with and without the scatterer, a
small error in any of these measurements will produce a huge error in the measured scattered
field (Ducheˆne et al. (2004)). This effect can be very well appreciated in Figure 5.7(a), where
the scattered field is much weaker from the last two illuminations and a large difference is
observed between the measured results and the numerical model.
The reconstructed images obtained from the calibrated measurements are shown in Fi-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.7 Plots of the scattered field for the different cases for both the calibrated mea-
surements and numerical model solutions . (a) 25%Water/75%Glycerine scatterer located
at x = 0, y = 0. (b) 25%Water/75%Glycerine scatterer located at x = 0, y = 10mm. (c)
10%Water/90%Glycerine scatterer located at x = 0, y = 0. (d) 10%Water/90%Glycerine
scatterer located at x = 0, y = 10mm
(a) (b)
Figure 5.8 Simulation of the incident field using CST Microwave Studio. (a) Transmitter 2.
(b) Transmitter 4.
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gures 5.9 to 5.12. In all the cases, the first row presents the permittivity and conductivity of
the original object, the second row represents the reconstructed results obtained from syn-
thetically generated data (numerical model with added gaussian noise) and the third row
represents the reconstructed results from the calibrated measured data. In Figures 5.9 and
5.10, the measured reconstructed results are obtained using only the measured fields from the
two first transmitters, where a good agreement between the calibrated measurements and the
numerical model was obtained. On the other hand, in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, the measured re-
constructed results are obtained mixing the calibrated data for the first two transmitters with
synthetic data for the other two transmitters. Also the MSE of the different reconstructions
is shown in Table 5.2.
In all the cases, the reconstructions performed using synthetically generated data are
included to show the limit of the proposed configuration. As it can be seen from the figures,
in all the cases the object can at least be inferred from the images, however, with only
two illuminations there is not enough information for a good reconstruction of the object.
When the number of illuminations is increased, the quantitative reconstructions for the two
positions of the object are significantly enhanced.
Table 5.2 MSE of the different reconstructions.
Case Measured data Synthetic data
x = 0 y = 0 2Tx 0.6543 0.5366
x = 0 y = 10 2Tx 0.6726 0.4097
x = 0 y = 0 4Tx 0.3138 0.1831
x = 0 y = 10 4Tx 0.3988 0.1733
5.4 Quantitative imaging for the camera configuration
In this section the effect of breast compression in Microwave Tomography (MT) for breast
cancer detection is analyzed experimentally on a simplified phantom. For this purpose, the
same inhomogeneous scatterer has been reconstructed using two phantoms representing two
different levels of compression in a camera configuration. The developed phantom, based on
some mechanical properties of breast tissues is presented, as well as, the measurement pro-
cedure. The imaging capabilities of the camera configuration are briefly analyzed in order
to quantify the effect of number of transmitters and receivers on the quality of the recons-
tructed images. Finally, the quality of the measurements and the reconstructed images from
the two phantoms are compared in terms of the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and the Mean
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Figure 5.9 Reconstructed images for the scatterer placed at x = 0 and y = 0 from the
measurements of only two transmitters. Top : Original image. Middle : Reconstructions using
synthetic data. Bottom : Reconstructions using measured data.
Square Error (MSE) respectively. The content of most of this section is adapted from a paper
submitted to IEEE Antennas and Wireless Propagation Letters.
5.4.1 Introduction
The main objective of this paper is to prove experimentally the conclusions presented
in Chapter 3, where it was shown that using breast compression, the Rx antennas can be
placed closer to the OUT and the quality of the reconstructed images, and consequently the
probability of detecting tumors, can be greatly improved. The phantom has been developed
from the simplified mechanical assumption that the glandular tissue is stiffer than the fatty
tissue (Kellner et al. (2007)) and thus the compression will produce a deformation of the
latter while the former remains more or less unchanged. On the other hand, other studies
suggest that both types of tissue present a similar value of the Young Modulus (Samani
et al. (2003)). These studies have been performed in the framework of the small deformations
used in elastography. This is not the case in the levels of compression used in mammography
and therefore a mechanical modelling able to handle large deformations and the expected
non-linearity in the mechanical behavior should be used in future studies.
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Figure 5.10 Reconstructed images for the scatterer placed at x = 0 and y = 10 from the
measurements of only two transmitters. Top : Original image. Middle : Reconstructions using
synthetic data. Bottom : Reconstructions using measured data.
The developed phantom is shown in Fig. 5.13(a). It consists of two different plexyglass
containers of the same height and width, but with different thicknesses in order to represent
two different levels of compression. The dimensions of the phantoms are given in the caption
of Fig. 5.13. The height of the phantom is assumed long enough compared to the phantom-
to-antenna distances to allow a 2D reconstruction. The inhomogeneous scatterer that will
be reconstructed, is a combination of two plexyglass cylinders. The phantom is filled with
glycerin (r = 7.17 and σ = 0.51S/m), whereas the plexyglass cylinders are filled with
different mixtures of glycerin and water. For the measurements on the two phantoms, the
scatterers will remain at the same y = 0 position, while the reconstruction region will be
changed in order to maintain the same area and make a fair comparison between the two
levels of compression.
A schematic view of the measurement setup is shown in Fig. 5.13(b). A quasi-yagi an-
tenna, mounted on a translation stage, is used to illuminate the phantom. The translation
stage allows to create the desired number of independent illuminations. The scattered fields
transmitted through the phantom are measured in two different measurements, with and
without the OUT, using a small dipole near-field probe. The measurement probe is scanned
through the x axis, using a second translation stage. Finally, the vector network analyzer mea-
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Figure 5.11 Reconstructed images for the scatterer placed at x = 0 and y = 0 from the
measurements of two transmitters plus the other two measurements obtained from synthetic
data. Top : Original image. Middle : Reconstructions using only synthetic data. Bottom :
Reconstructions using measured and synthetic data.
suring the transmission from the antenna to the near-field probe, as well as the translation
stages, are controlled from a PC using Labview.
5.4.2 Properties of the imaging configuration
In this section, the different parameters that come into play in this camera configuration
will be analyzed. An schematic view of a 2D cut of one of the phantoms used in this study is
shown in Figure 5.14, where the different variables analyzed are shown. The phantom is the
smallest one of the two described in the previous section (W = W2) using the two cylinders as
OUT filled with a mixture of glycerine and water (25% Water and 75% Glycerine, r = 17.83
and σ = 2.269S/m). A series of reconstructions using synthetically generated measurements
are performed on the phantom and the obtained images are compared in terms of the MSE.
Where MSE is defined as ∆x = ‖x − x0‖2/‖x0‖2, in which x0 and x are the original and
reconstructed spatial distributions of the contrast respectively.
The two parameters analyzed in the study are the number of Tx that generate the required
independent illuminations (Ntx) and the distance between the Rx and the OUT (DPh−to−Rx),
while the other parameters shown in Figure 5.14 are kept fixed during the study. DPh−to−Tx
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Figure 5.12 Reconstructed images for the scatterer placed at x = 0 and y = 10 from the
measurements of two transmitters plus the other two measurements obtained from synthetic
data. Top : Original image. Middle : Reconstructions using only synthetic data. Bottom :
Reconstructions using measured and synthetic data.
and dtx are set to 10mm and a total of 120 measurement points, with a stepsize (drx) of
1mm between them is used in the reconstructions. The imaging region D consists of 60 by
20 pixels with a discretization step of 2mm. Only the region inside the plexyglass enclosure
is considered in the reconstruction. The information about the inhomogeneous background
composed of the air region, plexyglass plates and glycerin is included in the Green’s function
and incident field used in the CSI algorithm, where these quantities are computed numerically,
as previously explained in Section 3.4.
The MSE of the reconstructions from synthetically generated data for different values of
Ntx and DPh−to−Rx are plotted in Figure 5.15, while the images resulting from the reconstruc-
tions are included in Figure 5.16 and 5.17 for illustrating the enhancement in the quality of
the images. The results show the enhancement of the reconstructed image quality as the Ntx
is increased, however there is a limit under which the MSE does not decrease significantly. A
clearly visible enhancement of the quality of the reconstructed image was obtained when Ntx
augmented from 3 to 11 , but this enhancement was less pronounced between 11 to 21. Fur-
ther increments in the value of Ntx reduced the MSE, however almost no enhancement could
be visually appreciated. For this reason, the value of Ntx for the experimental measurements
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.13 (a) Photograph of the 2 different phantoms. (b) Schematic diagram of the measu-
rement setup. Wphantom = 150mm, Hphantom = 300mm, W1 = 60mm, W2 = 40mm, t = 6mm.
The cylinders have a diameter of 25mm and 15mm respectively and are located at x = −17.5,
y = 0 and x = 17.5 , y = 0.
Figure 5.14 Schematic of the different parameters analyzed in the study. DPh−to−Tx = dtx =
10mm, Nrx = 121, drx = 1mm. The positions of the Txs are symmetrically located with
respect to the plane x = 0.
will be fixed to 11, since this number represents a trade-off between the quality of the images
obtained and the complexity of the setup. Finally, four different values of DPh−to−Rx, namely
20, 10, 5 and 1mm are studied. As it can be seen from the figure, the reconstructions are
greatly enhanced when the measurement probes are closer. This was also observed in earlier
work on a cylindrical geometry (Fang et al. (2006)), and on a similar geometry to the one
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considered here in (Barriere (2008)).
5.4.3 Experimental quantitative results
In this section, the results of a series of measurements conducted in the previously in-
troduced phantoms are presented. First of all, the quality of the measurements for the two
different phantoms are compared in terms of the SNR. Finally, the reconstructed images ob-
tained from the measured scattered fields are presented and compared for the two different
levels of compression.
The immersion medium used in MT is generally lossy (Grzegorczyk et al. (2012)), hence,
different levels of compression will produce different levels of attenuation and affect the SNR
in the camera configuration. An estimate of the SNR in the measurement can be obtained
from an average over all the illumination cases of the Fourier transform of the measured
scattered fields, since this average amplitude spectrum must be a low-pass function and
the high-frequency components are only due to noise (Litman et al. (2010)). The Fourier
transform of the raw measured scattered fields along the x direction is plotted in Fig. 5.18 for
the two different phantoms. A difference of 5dB in the SNR can be observed between the two
cases (45dB versus 40dB), showing the effect of the increased losses in the measurements.
Reconstructions of the phantoms are then performed using the previously mentioned 2D
CSI algorithm. However, the measurements are performed on finite 3D objects and calibra-
tion is needed in order to correct the measured scattered fields to account for the different
propagation factors of the 2D and 3D cases. The calibration matrix is obtained based on a
reference scattering object (Litman et al. (2010); Meaney et al. (1998b)), the reference ob-
jects are the same cylinders used as OUT filled with a different concentration of glycerine
and water. Another important aspect to obtain an accurate reconstruction of the electrical
properties of the OUT is to obtain a good modelling of the incident field in the reconstruc-
tion region, in our case, the transmitting antenna is modelled as an infinite current source.
In this measurement configuration, the inhomogeneous phantom is in the very near-field of
the antenna. Therefore, different OUTs may change the radiation behavior of the antenna
due to a loading effect. In such conditions, it is not possible to define a priori where to place
the current source representing the Tx antenna during the inversion process. The position of
the current source with respect to the wall of the phantom was determined as the one which
minimized the error between the calibrated measured data and the scattered field generated
using the MoM code. The agreement between the calibrated measurements and the MoM
data, both in magnitude and phase, is shown in Fig. 5.19, where the information for the
different Tx positions is plotted sequentially for ease of visualization. A better agreement
between the measured and computed data is observed in the case of the thinner phantom.
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Figure 5.15 Plot of the MSE of the different reconstructions using synthetically generated
data with a SNR of 40dB. Top : MSE as a function of the number of Tx in the configuration
(Ntx) for DPh−to−Rx = 10mm. Bottom : MSE as a function of the distance between the
phantom and the receivers in the configuration (DPh−to−Rx) for Ntx = 11.
Finally the reconstructions of the different OUT are shown in Fig. 5.20 and 5.21 for
the 60mm and 40mm thick phantoms respectively. The synthetically generated data for a
SNR of 40dB are shown for comparison purposes since they represent the performance of
the algorithm in absence of experimental error. Also, the MSE of the four different cases are
shown in Table 5.3. As expected, the improvement due to compression is clearly visible in the
reconstructed images, qualitatively since the two cylinders can be distinguished in the thinner
phantom, and quantitatively since the MSE is greatly reduced in the higher compression
case. These measurements were performed with DPh−to−Rx = 20mm. The quality of the
reconstructions is possibly affected by the thickness of the plexyglass cylinders.
Table 5.3 MSE of the different reconstructions.
Measured data Synthetic data
1 Cylinder 60mm Phantom 0.7071 0.3413
2 Cylinders 60mm Phantom 0.8057 0.4809
1 Cylinder 40mm Phantom 0.4573 0.2204
2 Cylinders 40mm Phantom 0.5703 0.3911
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.16 Reconstructions for four different values of Ntx. (a) Original object. (b) Ntx = 3.
(c) Ntx = 11. (d) Ntx = 21.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented some quantitative reconstructions from the previously
presented MT configurations for breast cancer detection presented throught this thesis, na-
mely the waveguide and camera configuration. In the case of the waveguide configuration,
a comparison between measurements using two different measurement techniques, the MST
and the classical direct measurements was performed. It was shown how an enhancement in
the SNR in the measurements was obtained by using the classical technique for this particu-
lar setup. The reconstructed images obtained from the measurements were not very good for
the polarization used, which is consistent with the results presented in chapter 4 were better
measured results were obtained using a TM guided mode.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.17 Reconstructions for the different positions of the receivers. (a) Original object.
(b) DPh−to−Rx = 20mm. (c) DPh−to−Rx = 5mm. (d) DPh−to−Rx = 1mm.
In the case of the camera configuration, we have investigated the effect of breast com-
pression, on very simple phantoms, in MT applied to breast cancer detection using a camera
configuration. The developed phantoms, as well as a flexible measurement system based on a
near-field measurement probe have been presented. The impact in the reconstructed images
quality of the different parameters of the imaging configuration has also been investigated
using reconstructions from synthetically generated measurements. As expected, an enhance-
ment in the quality of the reconstructed images from the measured results has been observed
in the phantom representing the highest level of compression, since in this case the Rx can
be placed closer to the OUT. Finally, it should be pointed out that the camera configuration
only measures transmission information, resulting in a limited information for the solution
of the inverse problem. It is expected that the quality of the reconstructed results can be
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Figure 5.18 Estimation of the SNR of the measurement obtained from the average of a Fourier
Transform (FFT with 512 samples) of the raw scattered data for the case of two cylinders
filled with 25% Water and 75% Glycerine. Black curve, small compression (W1 = 60mm).
Blue curve, high compression (W2 = 40mm).
enhanced by using both reflection and transmission information or by having transmit and
receive antennas on both sides of the parallel plates.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.19 Comparison of the calibrated measurements and MoM scattered fields for the four
measured cases. (a) 1 cylinder thick phantom. (b) 1 cylinder thin phantom. (c) 2 cylinders
thick phantom. (d) 2 cylinders thin phantom.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.20 Reconstructed results for the thick phantom (W = W1), each row of the confi-
gure contains from top to bottom, the original OUT, the reconstruction using synthetically
generated measurements for a SNR of 40dB and the reconstruction from the measured data.
(a) 1 Cylinder. (b) 2 Cylinders.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.21 Reconstructed results for the thin phantom (W = W2), each row of the configure
contains from top to bottom, the original OUT, the reconstruction using synthetically gene-
rated measurements for a SNR of 40dB and the reconstruction from the measured data. (a)
1 Cylinder. (b) 2 Cylinders.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
6.1 Conclusion
The main objective of this thesis was to study alternative configurations of the MT pro-
blem applied to breast cancer detection and to see its impact on the obtained reconstructed
images, in order to find an optimum configuration of the Tx and Rx antennas that maximizes
the quality of the cited images.
Different configurations based on breast compression were studied in Chapter 3, namely
the camera and waveguide configuration, and a rigurous study comparing the performances
of compression versus non compression configurations was performed. This study included a
simplified analysis of the mechanical deformation of breast tissues under compression. The
results of the study showed that an enhancement in the reconstructed images is obtained
through compression of the breast. This enhancement is due to the measurement of the
evanescent component of the scattered field which attenuates rapidly away from the scatterer.
The enhancement of the images was dependent of the SNR in the system, and it was found
in our particular case that a SNR of 20 dB or more was needed to have a better result than
one obtained using a classical circular MT configuration.
The configurations based on breast compression requires the measurement of the scattered
fields very close to the OUT. This represents a challenge since the scattered fields are very
weak compared to the incident or total field, moreover the antenna itself used for the measu-
rement and the associated cables to connect to the measurement equipment, can disturb the
quantity to be measured. For this purpose, a measurement system based on the modulated
scattering technique using optically modulated probes was developed in (Memarzadeh-Tehran
(2010)). In the first part of Chapter 4, a wideband optically modulated near-field probe is
presented. Using the new design, the bandwidth of the probe was increased from 46% to more
than 100%, having a usable bandwidth from 1.1GHz to 3.6GHz. Moreover, the implementa-
tion of the probe in a perforated alumina substrate, reduced the potential invasiveness of the
probe. In the second part of Chapter 4, the optical MST system is used in a preliminar vali-
dation of the waveguide configuration. A fixture made of plexyglass was constructed, where
different liquids can be introduced inside to simulate different matching liquids or parts of
the human breast. In our case, glycerine was used in the experiment and two different modes
can propagate inside this dielectric waveguide for both the TE and TM mode. Two different
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different feed structures capable of launching TE and TM modes in the dielectric waveguide
by using an array of two printed antennas were designed. Antipodal dipole antennas are used
in the case of the TE modes and patch antennas in the case of the TM modes. It was shown
that by changing the phase shift between the antennas different modes can be launched in
the waveguide. Finally, the scattered field produced by an air-filled tube was measured for
the different modes and different polarizations and a good agreement between the measured
and simulated results was obtained.
Quantitative imaging using the proposed planar configurations was explored in Chapter
5 for both the waveguide and camera configurations. A modified fixture was constructed for
quantitative imaging using the waveguide configuration, in order to increase the number of
independent illuminations. The measurements where performed both using a classical near-
field probe and the optically modulated system, and it was found out that classical near-field
measurements using a VNA can provide better measurements in terms of the SNR when the
same power level is applied to the Tx antenna. On the other hand, since calibration of the
scattered field measurements is needed in order to use 2D reconstruction algorithms, the non-
invasiveness property of the modulated approach loses some of its advantages. Quantitative
images of very simple scatterers were obtained for the TE polarization, which corresponds
to a scalar 2D TM case in the inverse scattering notation. The position of the scatterers
was succesfully obtained in the reconstructed images, however, some problems related to the
calibration and signal level from one of the modes were identified and were consistent with the
problems encountered in the preliminar validation of the configuration. On the other hand,
the camera configuration was used to test the effect of breast compression experimentally.
For this purpose, two different phantoms representing two different levels of compression were
constructed and measured. The results showed the advantage of breast compression in the
case of this configuration, both in terms of the SNR in the measurements, as well as, in terms
of the quality of the reconstructed images.
6.1.1 Contributions of this thesis
The main contributions of the author of this thesis can be summarized as :
– A rigurous study of the effect of breast compression in the quality of reconstructed
images in MT applied to breast cancer detection, presented in Chapter 3. The study
takes also into account, in a simplified manner, the mechanical deformation of breast
tissues under compression. The results of the study showed which conditions allow the
obtention of enhanced reconstructed images using this approach and some guidelines
for the implementation of practical fixtures.
– An efficient way to attack the problem of an inhomogeneous background resulting
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from compression configurations, in which, the homogeneous Green’s function approach
would require a huge overhead in the computations required both in the direct and in-
verse scattering problem. The derivation of this inhomogeneous Green’s function is
summarized in Section 3.4. This approach also allows the introduction of a priori in-
formation directly in the Green’s function of the problem.
– A procedure to model near-field probes based on the modulated scattering technique
using full-wave commercially available simulators. This procedure was used in the design
of an enhanced optically modulated scattering probe for near-field measurements in
order to reduce the perturbation effect of the probe on the measurements.
– The practical implementation of the dielectric waveguide configuration, including the
design of a test fixture, surface wave launchers and the validation using very simple
scatterers detailed in Section 4.3.
– Measured quantitative images for both the waveguide and camera configurations in
simplified phantoms.
– An experimental validation of the effect of breast compression using the camera confi-
guration in a simplified phantom.
6.1.2 List of publications
Journal Papers
1. A. Diaz-Bolado, P.A. Barriere, J.J. Laurin, ”Study of Microwave Tomography Measure-
ment Setup Configurations for Breast Cancer Detection based on Breast Compression,”
in preparation.
2. A. Diaz-Bolado, H. Memarzadeh-Tehran, J.J. Laurin, ”Practical implementation of a
Dielectric Waveguide Configuration for Microwave Tomography applied to Breast Can-
cer Detection,” submitted to IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques.
3. A. Diaz-Bolado, J.J Laurin, ” Experimental Validation of the Effect of Compression on
simplified Phantoms in Microwave Tomography applied to Breast Cancer Detection, ”
IEEE Antennas and Wireless Propagation Letters. To appear in 2013.
4. H. Memarzadeh-Tehran, A. Diaz-Bolado, J.J. Laurin, R. Kashyap,”Bandwidth Impro-
vement in a Resonant Optical MST-Probe Applicable to Near-Field Imaging,” IEEE
Antennas and Wireless Propagation Letters, vol. 10, pp. 411-414, 2011.
Peer-reviewed Conference Papers
1. A. Diaz-Bolado, T. Henriksson, P.A. Barriere, H. Memarzadeh-Tehran, N. Joachimo-
wicz, C. Conessa, A. Joisel, B. Duchene, J.J. Laurin and J.C. Bolomey,”Towards a Pla-
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nar Microwave Tomography System for Early Stage Breast Cancer Detection,” XXX
URSI General Assembly, Istambul, Turkey, August, 2011.
2. A. Diaz-Bolado, P.A. Barriere, J.J. Laurin,”On the Effect of Breast Compression and
Measurement Setup Configuration in Microwave Tomography for Breast Cancer Detec-
tion ,” IEEE AP-S symposium, Spokane, U.S.A, July 3-9, 2011. (Selected finalist for
the Student Paper Competition)
3. A. Diaz-Bolado and J.J. Laurin,”A New Configuration for Enhancing Contrast in Micro-
wave Tomography Applied to Breast Cancer Detection,” USNC-URSI National Radio
Science Meeting, San Diego, U.S.A, July 5-12, 2008.
6.2 Future Work
In this section, we will propose some future directions that would complete or continue
the work presented in this thesis.
Measurement Configurations
In this work, several new configurations for the measurement setup in MT for breast cancer
detection have been presented. The waveguide configuration has shown a great potential,
however some drawbacks have been identified during this thesis. An interesting alternative
could be to substitute the material of the compression plates from dielectric to metallic.
In such a case, the dielectric waveguide becomes a parallel-plate waveguide also capable of
guiding different TE and TM modes. This new configuration can present several advantages,
such as, the reduction of noise and perturbations from the surrounding environment, thus
increasing the SNR and an increased confinement of the field in the region of interest.
A preliminar version of an array of active vertical probes to be used in a parallel plate
waveguide was developed in our research group. A photograph of the developed prototype is
shown in Figure 6.1. It consists in a series of monopoles, fabricated from the inner conductor
of a coaxial cable, each probe is then connected to a low noise amplifier (LNA). A total of
eight probes was fabricated, where the eight outputs were combined using two 4 :1 Wilkinson
combiners and an additional stage of a 2 :1 combiner. The signal from each one of the probes
was selected by switching on and off the bias of the amplifiers.
Another interesting characteristic of this configuration, is that only the normal component
of the scattered field excites the probes due to the proximity of the metallic plats of the
waveguide. This fact is an advantage compared to open configurations, where in the case
of 2D TE or 3D formulation of the inverse scattering problem, there is a need to measure
multiple polarizations of the scattered field in order to capture all of the information from
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the OUT. This advantage should be verified using an inversion code capable of handling one
of the cited formulations, as well as, an electromagnetic code that takes into account the
particularities of the configuration.
Figure 6.1 Photograph of the developed array of active probes mounted on a WR-284 metallic
waveguide.
Finally, the configurations studied in this thesis considered the illumination of the OUT
using a series of Tx antennas and the measurement of the scattered fields using an array of
near-field probes. Another interesting approach that could be envisaged is the implementation
of a planar array of Tx/Rx antennas that could have the advantage of breast compression
shown in this thesis, combined with a complete multistatic setup provided by the flexibility
of the Tx/Rx array.
Reconstruction Algorithms
In this thesis, the inversion algorithm presented in (Barriere et al. (2011)) and based in
the well known CSI formulation has been used for obtaining all the reconstruction results.
The algorithm is implemented for the scalar single frequency 2D TM case, however, in order
to prove the validity of the MT technique in a clinical breast cancer detection application, a
3D multifrequency version of the algorithm should be implemented. In a 3D case, the com-
plexity of the inverse scattering problem increases a lot, due to the increase in the number
of unknowns of the problem, as well as, the vectorial nature of the electromagnetic fields.
There exists in the literature different attempts to improve the efficiency of the inversion
algorithms, such as the reduction of the number of unknowns of the problem using patient
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specific basis functions (Winters et al. (2009)) or alternative formulations (Barriere (2008)).
Moreover, other electromagnetic computational techniques such as the Multilevel Fast Mul-
tipole technique (Song et al. (1997)) in the case of the MoM can be used to accelerate the
resolution of the forward scattering problem and thus enhance the efficiency of the inversion
algorithms.
On the other hand, the configurations presented in this work were designed in order to
be compatible with the geometry of a standard X-ray mammography setup. A combined
approach of both techniques should be implemented in the inversion algorithm. For this
purpose there exists different possibilities, the mammography resulting images can be used
as a priori information in the form of an initial guess for the inversion, it can be used as
an inhomogeneous background where the a priori information is included in the Green’s
function and incident field of the problem or we can think of an hybrid inversion algorithm
which takes into account the physics of both techniques.
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ANNEX A
Inverse problem solution using the CSI method
A.1 AR-CSI algorithm description
A variation of the well known CSI method proposed in (Barriere et al. (2011)) was used
through this thesis. This modified version of the CSI algorithm tries to solve some defficiencies
of the MR-CSI algorithm that are detailed in the previously mentioned reference. The main
difference between this implementation and the previously presented MR-CSI method is the
structure of the cost function to be minimized and the computation of the parameters of the
algorithm. The minimization criteria now has the form :
F (X,W ) = F1 + λF2 + λrFr (A.1)
F1(W ) =
M∑
i=1
||yi −Gowi||2 (A.2)
F2(X,W ) =
n∑
i=1
||X(Eiinc +Gcwi)− wi||2 (A.3)
Fr =
∆2
S
n∑
p=1
√
|∇xkp|2 + (δ)2 (A.4)
In this approach the parameters of the algorithm are fixed for all the iterations and need
to be previously determined depending on the object to be reconstructed or the measurement
configuration. This approach might appear cumbersome compared to an algorithm with au-
tomatic parameter adjustment, however this approach is very common in the inverse problem
literature. Additionally, the additive regularization provides an additional parameter, λr, to
help in an accurate reconstruction of the OUT.
The minimization of the criteria shown in A.1 is made using a non-linear conjugate gra-
dient (CG) algorithm (Nocedal et Wright (2006)). In this case the minimization of the cri-
teria is simultaneously carried for both the contrast and the currents, whereas, in MR-CSI
the criteria is first minimized for the currents and then for the contrast. This simultaneous
optimization of the two physically different quantities leads to a problem when optimizing the
criteria. This inconvenient is solved by using a preconditioner when computing the descent
directions (Barriere et al. (2011)), the preconditioner used is the diagonal of the Hessien of the
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criteria F , HW and HX for the Hessian related to the currents and contrast respectively. The
conjugate gradient algorithm requires the computation of the gradient referred to the mini-
mization variable. In our case this includes ∇WF = −G†o(y−GoW )+λ(XGc− I)†(XE−W )
and ∇XF = λE†(XE −W ) + λrD†DX. Where † indicates transpose conjugate and D is a
tridiagonal matrix that calculates the difference of pixel p with the neighbours in the x and
y directions as required by 2.30. Taking all of this into account, the iterative algorithm is
summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 AR-CSI algorithm
gW ← ∇W
gX ← ∇X
PW ← H−1W
PX ← H−1X
pW ← −PWgW
pX ← −PXgX
for k = 0→ nitt do
α← min
α
F (X + αpX ,W + αpW )
W ← W + αpW
X ← X + αpX
goldW ← gW , goldX ← gX ,
gW ← ∇W , gX ← ∇X
PW ← H−1W , PX ← H−1X
βPR ← g
†
W (PW (gW−goldW ))+g†X(PX(gX−goldX ))
goldX
†
PXgoldx +g
old
W
†
PW g
old
W
pW ← −PWgW + βpW
pX ← −PXgX + βpX
end for
The algorithm starts initializing the descent directions and an iterative process starts
until the required condition has been fulfilled, either the decreasing of the gradient or the
maximum number of iterations. First, the optimum step α is found by minimization of the
criteria F (X+αpX ,W+αpW ), which turns out to be a third degree polynomial in α (Barriere
et al. (2011)). The optimum value is found by setting F ′(α) = 0 and finding the roots of the
resulting polynomial. The values of X and W are updated using the calculated α value and
the descent directions, pW and pX . The gradients and the preconditioner are updated and the
new descent direction is computed using the Polak-Ribiere formula for β. Finally it should be
noted that the CG algorithm is usually defined for real quantities, whereas in our case, both
the contrast and the currents are complex quantities. In that case, the complex quantities
are replaced by a real value representation (Barriere et al. (2011)).
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ANNEX B
Mode calculation in a multilayer lossy dielectric waveguide
Dielectric waveguide (DW) analysis is commonly found in most classical electromagnetic
books (Balanis (1989)). However, the analysis of multilayer DW with gain and losses is
commonly analyzed in optics. The analysis is usually done using the transmission matrix
(TxM) method (Schlereth et Tacke (1990)) or the scattering matrix (SM) method (Visser
et al. (1995)). The TxM method is simpler, however it may become numerically unstable for
certain cases (Visser et al. (1995)). In our analysis we will use the TxM method since it is
easier to implement and it was found to be stable in the particular examples used in this
project.
B.1 Transmission matrix method
Here, we will follow the development discussed in (Schlereth et Tacke (1990)). Only the
TE case is shown since no major changes are needed for the calculation of the TM case.
We have to solve the Helmholtz equation B.1, where wave propagation is taken along the z
direction, as it can be seen in figure B.1 and the structure in the x direction is supposed to be
infinite. In order to not confuse the terms TE and TM, here these terms are defined referred
to the direction of propagation inside the waveguide (i.e. z axis in this case) as it is commonly
used in the literature. On the other hand when referring to a 2D scattering problem, TM or
TE are defined with respect to the infinite dimension of the object (i.e. x axis in this case).
∂2
∂y2
Exm(y, z)− (kz2 − k02εm2) = Exm(y, z) (B.1)
First, a general solution for the electric field is proposed for all the layers (B.2).
Exm(y) = Ame
γm(y−ym) +Bme−γm(y−ym) (B.2)
Where γm =
√
kz
2 − k02εm2 is the complex propagation constant and Am are the complex
field coefficients in the layer m. Then, boundary conditions are applied along the y direction
at each interface for the electric field and its derivative. Developing these two equations and
arranging into a matrix formulation, we obtain :
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Figure B.1 Schema for the calculation of the modes in a multilayer waveguide
[
Am+1
Bm+1
]
= Tm
[
Am
Bm
]
(B.3)
Where Tm represents the transformation of the coefficients between layer m and m+1,
which is called the transmission matrix of the waveguide. Tm can be obtained as :
Tm =
[
eδm
2
(1 + γm
γm+1
) e
−δm
2
(1− γm
γm+1
)
eδm
2
(1− γm
γm+1
) e
−δm
2
(1 + γm
γm+1
)
]
(B.4)
Where δm = γmdm and dm represents the thickness of the m-th layer. The electric field
has to be evanescent in the air layers for x → ±∞. Hence one of the coefficients in each of
the layers has to be zero. Making an appropriate choose of signs, we have that B1 = 0 and
AN = 0. Since the two layers are related by TWG =
∏N
m=1 Tm, we can obtain from (B.5) a
transcendental equation. From (B.5) we know that t11A11 = 0 and since A11 6= 0, we obtain
the transcendental equation t11(kz) = 0.
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TWG
[
A1
0
]
=
[
t11 t12
t21 t22
][
A1
0
]
=
[
0
BN
]
(B.5)
Finally, a root-finding algorithm is applied to find the propagating TE modes. The layers
have complex permittivity. For this reason the solution algorithm is taken in two steps.
First, the lossless case is solved using a standard root-finding algorithm such as bisection or
Newton. Then this solution is used as a guess for another root-finding algorithm, Muller’s
method (Press et al. (1988)), which is able to search for a solution in the complex plane.
B.2 Application example
As an example, the case of a glycerin layer (εr=6.28, σ=0.43 s/m) is solved. This layer is
compressed between two dielectric layers (εr=2.56, σ=0.0051 s/m), and the other two layers
on top and bottom of those later ones being air. The operation frequency is 2.45 GHz. Air
layers are infinite and the thickness of the dielectric layers and the glycerin layer is 6.35mm
and 38mm, respectively. The propagation constants of the two propagating modes are shown
in table B.1. The position of the roots in the real axis and in the complex plane is shown in
figure B.2. Finally a plot of the electric fields inside the waveguide is shown in figure B.3.
Table B.1 Propagation constants of the TE modes in glycerine.
α β
TE0 273dB/m 81.31 rad/m
TE1 279dB/m 120.57 rad/m
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(a) (b)
Figure B.2 Root position in the real axis (a) and in the complex plane (b)
Figure B.3 Fields computed using the transmission matrix approach for a glycerine slab.
